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PREFACE 

The main purposes of this study were to determine 

he status of pre-professional teacher education programs 

n physical education in Oklahoma Junior Colleges and to 

.ake recommendations for upgrading the weak portions of 

he programs. Additional purposes were to determine the 

ank order of the institutions• physical education programs 

n Oklahoma offering transfer programs of teacher-education 

rograms as they are reflected by the score card used in 

his study. 
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his study. The assistance, suggestions, and cooperation 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Need for the Study 

The quality of the program for preparing youth 
to teach in a dynamic, rapidly changing, expanding 
world demands constant improvement and evaluation.1 

In July of 1969, the Oklahoma Legislature created a 

rofessional Standards Board, which cooperates with the 

k:lahoma Education Association, the Oklahoma Commission on 

~acher Education and the Professional Standards Commission 

,ncerning study projects for the improvement of Teacher 

jucation. The purpose of the Board is to provide leader

• 1ip for the improvement of Teacher Education and stand-

for the certification of teachers and other education 

ersonnel in Oklahoma and shall serve in an advisory 

1paci to the State Board of Education in all matters 

_ professional standards and certification. The Board is 

1arged with such responsibilities as reviewing approved 

:ograms of Teacher Education and of recommending new 

~ograms, reviewing current certificate requirements and 

~commending standards for new certificates, encouraging 

1Guide f.2£. Organizing~ Administering Student Teach
lS. prepared for the State Board of Education, Oklahoma 
:ate Department of Education (Oklahoma City), p. 1. 
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tudies and research designed to improve teacher education, 

ncluding continuing education of teachers, and making 

ecommendation to the State Board of Bdu~ation. 2 

Since World War II, selected educational committee , 

uch as Oklahomaes Professional Standards Board, have been 

onfronted with new academic responsibilities due to the 

henomenal growth of the community junior college. 

There are now over 1,061 two-year colleges in the 

nited States, and in recent years new colleges have been 

reated at the rate of about one each week. The number of 

rivate two-year colleges has been declining and the 

umber of public community colleges has more than doubled 

n the last decade. Howeve~ the average enrollment of 

hese institutions has increased about six percent each 

ear. Junior College enrollment is now predominantly in 

he public institutions. 3 

Among the explanations for the rapid advance of the 

uni or leges are open-admission policies, geographic 

istribution in many states, and usually low tuition 

olicies. The junior colleges offer a wider range of 

rograms for a greater variety of students than any other 

egment of higher education. 

A careful check of the literature indicated there 

2 Elwin Fite, "The Professional Standards Board,"~ 
1klahoma Teacher (December 1, 1971), p .. 12 .. 

3~ Open-Door Colleges (New Jersey, 1970), p. 140 
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is never been an evaluation of the public and private 

inior college institutions in Oklahoma that sought to 

1nk the physical education programs in these institutions 

1d determine the status of physical education pre-teacher 

~eparation programs. The need for such a study was evi-

=need in the professional literature: 

Comparison of all situations in an institution 
with comparable institutions or with accepted 
standards should reveal inadequacies or weaknesses 
as well as strength and should point to desirable 
changes. The price of excellence is continued 
alertness to means of improvement of existing 
professional programs by the staff of each 
institution .. 4 

It was with this thought in mind and the interest 

1own by the professional teachers of physical education 

1 Oklahoma that this study was undertaken* 

Statement of the Problem 

The focus of the study was critical evaluation of the 

1dergraduate pre-professional preparation programs in 

1ysical education in Oklahoma's junior colleges. This 

:udy was designed to identify strengths and weakensses of 

1e fifteen participating institutions as reflected by the 

5 ,okwalter and Dollgener score card, and to identify the 

)ecific weak items in each of the score card areas and 

4Professional Preparation l!l Health Education, Phvsi
il Education, Recreation Education prepared for the 
itional Education Association (Washington, n.c.), P• 109. 

5Karl Wo Bookwalter and Robert J. Dollgener, A Score 
!£.Q. for Evaluating Undergraduate Professional Programs In 
1ysicaT Education (Indiana, 1965), pp. 1-70. ~ 



lb-areas. Recommendations for improving and correcting 

1ese deficienciencies have been included in this study. 

The main purposes of this study were to determine 

1e status of pre-professional teacher education programs 

1 physical education in Oklahoma junior colleges and to 

lke recommendations for upgrading the weak portions of 

1ese programs. An additional purpose was to determine 

1e rank order of the institutions• physical education 

~ograms as they were reflected by the score card. 

Delimiting the Study 

4 

This study was limited to the fifteen two-year under

~aduate pre-professional preparation coeducational insti-

1tions in Oklahoma that were accredited to transfer 

~ospective students in the area of physical education. 

1ree of which were private and twelve were public insti-

1tions. The three private institutions that participated 

~re Bacone College at Bacone, St. Gregory College at 

tawnee, and Oklahoma City Southwestern College at 

:lahoma City. The twelve public institutions that par

.cipated were Connors State College at Warner, Eastern 

:lahoma State College at Wilburton, El Reno College, 

trray State College at Tishomingo, Northeastern Oklahoma 

& Mat Miami, Northern Oklahoma College at Tonkawa, 

.aremore Junior College, Oscar Rose Junior College at 

.dwest City, Carl Albert Community College at Poteau, 

.yre Junior College, Seminole Junior College, and Tulsa 
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~nior College. South Oklahoma City Junior College and 

ltus Junior. College did not participate in the study due 

, a lack of physical education curriculum and facilities. 

Furthermore, this study was limited to the areas as 

isted on the Bookwalter and Dollgener score card. The 

~eas were (1) General Institutional and Departmental 

~actices, (2) Staff Standards, (3) The Teaching Act, 

1) Service Program and Extended Curriculum, (5) Student 

~rvices, (6) Library-Audiovisual, (7) Supplies and Equip

=nt, (8) Indoor Facilities, (9) Outdoor Facilities, and 

10) Professional Curriculum Policies and Practices. 

Finally, this study was limited to those schools 

1ose physical education departmental chairman agreed to 

>operate in completing the score card and permit the in

~stigator to view their facilities. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of clarification and understanding, 

1e following terms and their definitions were used in 

1is study: 

1blic Institutions 

Public institutions referred to institutions of higher 

lucation that were a part of the public educational sys

~rn of the state, established by the legislature, and 

ipported by legislative appropriations. 



:ivate Institutions 

titutions referred to institutions of 

Lg her that were controlled and operated by a 

~oup o than state legislature~ 

:ore Card 

Score card referred to the questionnaire that was 

6 :veloped by Bookwalter and Dollgener and used as the 

tta collecting device for this study~ 

Sub-Area of Professional Programs 

t Physical Education 

A sub-area of professional programs in physical edu-

referred to a subordinate second order component 

.rt of an area such as "Intramural Facilities'' under IX 

>utdoor Facilities" .. 

e-Professional Preparation, Pre-

acher ?rep~ration, Pre-Teacher 

.ucation Programs 

6 

Pre-professional preparation, pre-teacher preparation, 

e-teacher education programs were used synonymously to 

an those programs designed to prepare individuals for 

acher certification in public schools. 



~partmental Head or Chairman 

Departmental head or chairman were used synonymously 

ld referred to the individual on the physical education 

:aff who was responsible for the administrative duties 

,r the department of physical education. 

LSatisfactory, Weak, or Inadequate 

7 

Unsatisfactory, weak, or inadequate were used synony-

1usly and referred to the total evaluation of an area 

1taling less than seventy-five percent of the points 

,ssible • 

. Evaluation of Pre-Professional 

·ograms in Physical Education 

An evaluation of pre-professional programs in physical 

ucation referred to an analysis and appraisal of the 

rth of all aspects of the programs in terms of the 

ore card. 

nior College 

Junior College referred to two-year institutions that 

ace heavy emphasis on what has been known as occupation

education in·addition to the traditional two-year pro

ams transferable to four-year colleges and universities. 

Limitations 

This was a descriptive study administered in the form 
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= a score card during a personal interview. The validity 

id reliability of this study was dependent on the ability 

: the investigator to administer the score card, evaluate 

1e facilities of the institution, and accurately relate 

1ose observations when completing the score card. The 

:udy was further limited by the ability of the investi

Ltor to eliminate personal biases as to the status of 

:isting institutions in Oklahoma. 

The generalizations about status, weakness, and 

.ggestions for improvement were restricted to the higher 

.ucation institutions included in this study. 

The score card was developed and validated in 

diana for the purpose of evaluating undergraduate 

acher-preparation programs in physical education. The 

ore card used in this study was revised in some areas 

e to differences between four-year institutions and two

ar institutions. The areas, sub-areas, and items were 

ighted in the same manner as in Indiana. 

Basic Assumptions 

The assumptions relating to this study were: 

1. The standards for undergraduate professional 

eparation programs for colleges and universities, as 

und in this score card, have been previously validated 

pertinent and authoritative documents from professional 

blications and directly related and accepted doctoral 

ssertations. 



2. The Score~ Evaluating Undergraduate Profes

Lonal Programs !.u Physical Education (Revised Edition) 

~s the best and most desirable instrument available for 

1is study. 

3. The response of the chairman and other partici-

1nts was honest, critical, and objective. 

9 

4. The outcome of this study could be used as guide-

~nes for improving pre-teacher education in physical 

lucation in Oklahoma. 

Procedures Used in this Study 

The descriptive-survey method of research, as defined 

r Davis 7 , was used to collect the data for this study. 

8 trveys, according to Travers , are used to determine the 

Lture of existing conditions. Best further indicated 

1at the score card will yield a total weighted score that 

.n be used to evaluate the objectives observed. 9 

Van Dalen indicated that the descriptive-survey 

:thod of research requires a thorough analysis of the 

·sults endeavoring to draw meaningful generalizations as 

11 as make interpretations and recommendations significant 

7craig Davis, Research Methods i!!, Health, Physical 
ucation .2!2£ Recreation (Washington D.c., 1959), p. 252. 

8 Robert Travers, An Introduction .!:2_ Education Research 
ew York, 1964), p. 278. 

9John Best, Research !!l Education (New Jersey, 1959), 
107. 
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1 the study. 10 This method of research was deemed most 

,propriate for this study. 

The following procedure was utilized in executing this 

1. The topic for the study was selected after a com-

ehensive review of the available literature and completed 

search related to the problem. 

2. The method for collecting the data and the in-

rument to be used were selected as a result of reviewing 

e professional literature. 

3. The Chairman, Department of Physical Education, 

participating institutions was contacted and an inter-

ew arranged. 

4. The data were collected and organized into tables 

assist in analysis and interpretation. 

5. Conclusions and recommendations were made based 

the analysis of the data. 

10van Dalen, Understanding Educational Research (New 
~k, 1962), P• 202. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The improvement of undergraduate professional prepa

.tion has historically been a topic of major concern to 

ofessional physical educators. An abundance of material 

lated to this topic has appeared in the literature since 

elate 1800•s. A careful review of the available pro

ssional literature and a thorough investigation of re

ted sources failed to produce any evidence of an evalua

on of undergraduate professional preparation programs in 

ysical education in Oklahoma community junior colleges. 

wever, this review disclosed a wealth of material re

ted directly and indirectly to improving teacher

eparation programs in physical education in other states, 

gions, and on a national level. 

Due to the abundance of material on undergraduate 

Jfessional preparation in physical education, this review 

s limited to the more significant contributions in this 

~a. The review has been organized into three separate 

tegories. The first category discusses the most im

~tant professional conferences that attempted to estab

sh teacher-education program continuity by developing 

stitutional standards relating to teacher-education in 
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ysical educationc The second category presents several 

the more t les on the topic of teacher-

ucation ion. The final category re-

ews the 

al of undergraduate teacher-

ucation in physical educaticn* 

Professional Conferences 

Early professional preparation programs in physical 

ucation were characterized by variance and diversity of 

~ndards in such areas as admission requirements, cur-

:ulum, and graduation requirements® At the initial 

=ting of the Association for the Advancement of Physical 

1cationt in 1885, Walter Truslon introduced a resolution 

Lling for a committee to study the problems of pro-

iSional qualifications for physical education teachers. 

,blems considered by this committee included establish-

J a of standards and consideration of the issuance 

two grade diplomas, instructor and master physical 

1cator., 1 

.Another landmark committee report was published in 

14 by Neilson. At the time, he was the State Director 

Health and Physical Education for California and was 

>ointed chairman of the 11National Study of Professional 

1A .. L .. Berridge, "Accreditation of Professional 
tcation in Physical Education," Fifty-First Annual 
rceeding, College Ph5sical Education Association 
.rch 28, 1~49), p. 4'. .. 
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tcation in Heal th and Physical Education".. This com-

:tee was to formulate a set of standards for use in 

tluating institutions professing to prepare physical 

1cation s- Being a nationals , the committee 

~bership consisted of then forty-eight state direc-

~s of health and physical education. Each state direc-

~ relied ly upon the professional physical educators 

his state for constructive criticism of the standards 

~pared by the committee. By a continual process of 

1luation and revision an acceptable set of standards was 

~duced. Subsequently, a rating chart and report form 
. 2 

ce developed and some experimental ratings were made. 

More recent conferences include the Jackson's Mill, 

st Virginia, in May, 1948. This conference was made 

ssible through the activities of the Athletic Institute. 

is conference recommended separate programs for pre-

ring teachers in health, physical education, and rec-

ation. Also, this committee identified areas in which 

search and experimentation should be conducted if 

.ality teacher-preparation programs were to be achieved • 

. ese areas included recruitment, selective admissions, 

·ofessional placement, and field experience. 3 

2N .. P. Neilson, "Report on the National Study of 
·ofessional Education in Health and Physical Education," 
>urnal 2f. Health .fill£ Physical Education (1934), pp. 19-
1. 

3~ Athletic Institute (Chicago, 1948), p. 40. 
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Nordly chaired the Committee for the Improvement of 

~fessional Preparation in Health Education, Physical 

~cation, and Recreation in 1952. The purpose of this 

nmittee was to establish a set of standards and criteria 

be used by the American Association of Teachers Col-

~es in accreditation of institutions that prepared 

rsical education teachers. This committee's report 

ressed the role professional physical educators must 

sume if the preparation was to improve. 4 

In 1957, a workshop was conducted to revise the cri-

ria of the 1952 Nordly committee. This workshop produced 

:,ublication entitled "The Bvaluation Standards and Guides 

Health Education, Physical Education, and Recreation." 

is document was to provide faculties of institutions of 

Jher education with standards and guides on which to 

. t 5 se program improvemen s. The National Council for the 

:reditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) has adopted 

~se standards and guides. 

Articles 

The professional literature contained a wealth of 

~tinent and inspiring articles stressing the necessity 

strengthening teacher-education programs in physical 

4carl Nordly, The Evaluation and Accreditations of 
>titutions Engaged in Professionar-Preparation ~ Health 
Jcation, Physical Education, .fills! Recreation (Washington 
:., 1952), p. 12. 

5Ibid. 
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~cation. In 1932 Brownell wrote on the topic of im-

)Ving professional physical education programs and the 

~d for alleviating the misconceptions related to the 

1lity of physical education programs and their graduates. 

opposed the public school administrator's opinion that 

L prospective physical education teachers were equally 

1lified to teach and equally prepared. Brownell placed 

~ blame for this attitude at the feet of state certifi-

tion officers and with national and regional accredita

. 6 ,n agencies. 

Bateman wrote an article in 1938 on improving teacher-

iining programs in physical education. Along with 

,wnell, he was concerned with the administra.tor's point 

view. Bateman listed, as essential for those hoping 

teach physical education, the following: (1) under-

ind the nature and needs of the child as an individual 

be trained for complete living; (2) ability to organize 

,rogram of activities for all children of the school 

lt will develop the individual's interest in maintaining 

; bodily vigor, emotional balance, and intellectual 

ier; (3) preparation to take a leadership role in the 

rrmunity recreation program; (4) training to coach one or 

~e athletic teams; and (5) should be a person who conducts 

6c. L. Brownell, Present Status of Professional 
~paration of Teachers in Physical Education," Research 
trterly, Vol. 3 (Washington o.c., 1932), pp. 107-117. 
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is life on the basis of princ 
7 e rather than opportunity. 

Seldom does an undergraduate publish an article dis-

ussing the strengths and weaknesses of his teacher-

ducat.ion program., However, Margaret sen, a senior at 

he University of Ill , wrote such an article in 1938. 

he article discussed the following items as recommenda-

ions that would have strengthened her pa.rticular program: 

1u Establish requirements to be used in selecting 

tudents wishing to major in physical education. 

2. Broaden the curricular offerings so as to increase 

he cultural value of the program. 

36 Offer more courses in general education. 

4. The curriculum should cover a five-year period~ 

5. More time should be devoted to individual sport 

n the activity program. 

6. Increase the number of coeducational activity 

fferings for physical education majors. 8 

Hughes, in 1952, wrote that the availability of im-

roved principles, standards, and tentative evaluation 

citeria had permitted educators to continue the drive for 

rogram improvement by establishing an acceptable and 

ffective plan for implementing their area. This 

7 Allen Bateman, "How •reacher Training May Be Im
roved," Journal £t_ Health fill£ Physical Education, IX 
1938), p .. 346 .. 

8Margaret A .. Olsen, "A Student Looks at the Pro
essional Curriculum," Journal .Qf. Health~ Physical 
ducation, IX (1938), p. 301. 



mplementation could best be accomplished through a 

ational accrediting agency. The National Council for 

17 

he Accreditation of Teacher Education was in the organi-

ational stage and was to formally start to function in 

954. 9 

Kretchmar, in 1955, elaborated on the emergence of 

he liberal arts college as a teacher-education institu-

ion. He stated that it could not be ignored since they 

ere graduating a significant number of physical education 

eachers. In comparison with other institution,, he dis-

overed that liberal arts colleges tended to have broader 

ourse requirements for majors which permitted less 

pecializations and in many cases required more hours in 

eneral education than in physical education. 10 

Dissertations and Formal Research 

An adequate display of the interest in undergraduate 

rofessional preparation in physical education preceded 

his portion of the review. Implementation of the ideas 

f the previously discussed material required that re-

earch and formal evaluation of the existing programs be 

nitiated by the physical educator. The accomplishment 

9w. L. Hughes, "Steps Toward Better Accreditation," 
ournal 2t.. Health, Physical Education, .fil2£. Recreation, 
XIII (1952), P• 12. 

10R. T. Kretchmar, Professional Preparation S2!. 
eachers of Health and Physical Education in Liberal Arts 
olleges TwashingtonlS'.c., 1955), p. 99. --
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~ this task was manifested by the amount of research as 

~11 as the range of specific topics investigated relating 

, the evaluation of teacher-education in physical edu-

1tion. This portion of the review will include only 

1ose works that dealt with the evaluation of the total 

1dergraduate professional preparation of colleges and 

1iversities or with the development of an instrument to 

~ used for such an evaluation or studies that related to 

1e score card area of the instrument used in this evalua-

Lon. 

In 1932 Davis conducted a study based on forty of the 

,st significant problems, as related by professional 

1ysical educators representing a geographical cross-

~ction of the United States, related to undergraduate 

~eparation of physical education teachers. Davis cate-

>rized these problems under the following general head-

1gs: (1) problems related to the selection of prospective 

:udents; (2) problems related to the content and teaching 

= the professional curriculum; and (3) problems related 

> inservice training, follow-up, and placement. Davis 

?commended the use of questionnaires, interviews, or 

>nferences involving qualified physical educators in 

~der to obtain possible solutions to descriptive 

11 :udies. 

11E. c. Davis, "The Survey of Professional Prepa-
1.tion in Physical Education," Research Quarterly, Vol. 3 
~ashington o.c., 1932), p. 21. 
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Scott, in 1939, investigated the content of pro-

essional courses in undergraduate phys al education 

rograms. His data collecting device was a seventy-item 

heck 1 t dealing with administrative and teaching du s 

erformed by male high school physical education teachers. 

e concluded from the analysis of the data that the time 

pent in performing specific duties, tog~ther with the 

pinions of the high school physical education teacher as 

o the importance of these duties, were the best criteria 

o use for evaluating teacher education programs in 

hysical education. Also, Scott indicated other areas 

hat should be given special consideration based on the 

mount of time the teacher spent in suchateas as: 

1) team sports; (2) curriculum planning; (3) organi-

ation and administration of intramural sports; (4) super

ision; and (5) rhythmic activities. 12 

Byrom 1947, investigated and made suggestions to 

ix state leges in Oklahoma concerning the development 

f desirable professional physical education programs. In 

rder to determine existing program conditions, informa-

ion concerning factors which influenced the quality of 

he physical education program was collected by the 

ollowing procedures: 

1. Accepted theory and practice. 

12T. Scott, "A Study of the Content of Professional 
ourses in Physical Education," Research Quarterly, Vol. 
0 (Washington, o.c., 1939), pp. 78-83. 



2. Existing conditions. 

3. Visits to the college. 

4. Questionnaire with information furnished by 

embers of the physical education departments. 

s. Correspondence with members of the college 

aculties. 

6. Reviewing the publications of the colleges for 

he academic year 1946-47. 

As a result of analyzing the data from the above 

~ocedures, Byrom listed the following suggestions: 

1. Credentials from a teacher education institu

ion should form the basis for certification of physical 

jucation teachers. 

20 

2. Each physical education department should devise 

lans for attracting capable students into the profes

lonal program. 

3. Members of the professional physical education 

~partments should study the needs of the physical edu

ition teacher in Oklahoma in relation to the type of 

,mmunity in which the teacher will likely work. 

4. There is no need for course segregation for men 

1d women in a great many courses. 

5. Develop a well planned program of health edu

ition. 

6. Students who have a desire to become a physical 

iucation teacher should have the opportunity to work 

Lth children and young people. 



7. Administrators of the colleges should study the 

eeds of the public school physical education programs. 

8. A closer coordination of men and women depart-

ents would help in the utilization of available gymna-

ium space. 

9. Both men and women should plan for professional 

jvancement in-service through the means of graduate 

tudy. 13 
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Pearson, in 1953, investigated the status of profes-

ional physical education in twenty-six teacher prepara-

ion institutions located in the northwest part of the 

1ited States. In order to determine program status, 

1formation concerning factors which influenced the type 

1d quality of educational programs that prepared physical 

jucation teachers was collected by using a check list in 

Jnjunction with an interview. As a result of analyzing 

1e data from the check list, Pearson listed the follow-

1g results: 

1. Most of the institutions had general weaknesses 

1 administrative organization. 

2. Most of the institutions offered only a bachelor's 

~gree in physical education. 

3. Practice teaching was consistently a weak area 

- most institutions. 

13Jack A. Byrom, "A Proposed Professional Program of 
1ysical Education for the Six State Colleges of 0klahoma" 
1npub. Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1947). 
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4. The educational qualifications of the faculties 

~re weak at most institutions. 

S. Most of the institutions lacked any curriculum 

::m tinui ty. 

6. A weak recreation curriculum was apparent at most 

1stitutions. 

7. Predominantly good library and ~eriodical ma

!rial was evident at most institutions. 14 

Kerr, in 1965, developed a check list, had it vali-

1ted by a jury of experts, and from the check list struc-

ired a score card to be used to study the undergraduate 

~ofessional preparation programs of selected colleges 

1d universities in New England. The score card consisted 

~ seven areas which were cited according to their impor-

1nce to the study as determined by the jury that vali-

1ted the check list. The seven areas and their assigned 

?ight value were listed as: 

1. General institutional practices 

2. Academic training and profes
sional preparation of the 
instruction staff 

3. Teaching ~oad of the 
instructional staff 

4. Required curriculum 

14 percent 

7 percent 

4 percent 

35 percent 

14George B. Pearson, "A Portrayal of the Present 
:atus of Professional Training in Physical Education 
>r Men in the Northwest District of the American Associa
lOn for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation" 
1npub. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Oregon, 
1gene, 1953). 
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s. Service program for all students 5 percent 

6. Library facilities 11 percent 

7. Facilities for the prograrn15 24 percent 

Bookwalter, in 1962, with the help of students in 

!minars in higher education in physical education, along 

Lth literature in the field, set up standards for under-

:aduate professional physical education programs. These 

:aridards were changed into items for a score card with 

,ssible weightings. After much criticism and editing, 

1e first edition of the Score~ f2£. Evaluating Under

~aduate Professional Programs !n. Physical Education was 

1blished. 16 

Dollgener, in 1965, had been a student in higher 

iucation seminars and undertook to validate the first 

iition of the score card. This study was the first 

:atistical analysis of the finding concerning Indiana 

1stitutions based upon the score card. Dollgener con-

.uded that the Bookwalter score card was valid, reliable, 

1d objective for its purpose. Internal consistency was 

>und to be .661 {.796 according to the Spearman-Brown 

~ophecy Formula). An objectivity index of 95 percent 

LS determined. This study led to the second edition of 

15R. w. Kerr, "The Status of Undergraduate Profession
Preparation in Physical Education for Men in New England 

>lleges and Universities" {unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, 
tdiana University, 1965). 

16Karl Bookwalter, A Score~ f2£ Evaluating Under
:aduate Professional Programs in. Physical Education 
:ndiana, 1962) , p. 54. 
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1e score card with ten areas, forty sub-areas, and 318 

:ems. 

As a result of his study on the score card, Dollgener 

~came a co-author of the score card. The score card 

,ntains essential standards for rating undergraduate 

·ofessional programs of physical education. 17 

Neilsen, Comer, and Griffin, in 1966, developed 

Lother score card for evaluating undergraduate physical 

lucation programs at the University of Utah. These men 

ied this score card in evaluating the physical education 

·ograms for men in six universities in the western part 

the United States. 

As indicated, this study evaluated the entire physical 

lucation program for college men. The score card by 

iilsen, Comer, and Griffin is all-inclusive and exhaus

.ve in its detail and effort at objectivity. 18 

Buck, in 1968, using the same score card that was 

;ed in this study, evaluated the status of teacher-

·eparation programs in physical education in Oklahoma 

1lleges and unive~sities and made recommendations for 

•grading the weak portions of the program. Additional 

trposes were to determine the rank order of the 

17Robert J. Dollgener, "Critical Appraisal of a Se
icted Score Card for Evaluation of Undergraduate Profes
.onal Programs in Physical Education" (unpub. Ph.D • 
. ssertation, University of Indiana, 1965). 

18Leon Everett Griffin, "An Evaluation of the Physical 
lucation Programs for Men in Selected Universities" 
tnpub. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Utah, 1966). 
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.stitutions in Oklahoma offering programs of teacher 

ucation in physical education, to determine the weak-

:sses of the teacher-education programs as they are re-

ected by the score card used in the study, and to compare 

:e programs of public and private teacher-education in-

.itutions in Oklahoma. As a result of analyzing the data 

om the study, Buck listed the following results: 

1e A significant difference did not exist between 

lahoma's public and private institutions that prepare 

.ysical education teachers. 

2. There was a definite variation among the in-

.itutions in Oklahoma as to the quality of their under-

·actuate programs of teacher-preparation in physical 

,ucation as shown in the study. 

3. Institutional status and departmental status was 

.lsely reinforced by accrediting organi~ations that con-

ct periodic evaluations and seldom withhold accreditation. 

4. Indoor and outdoor facilities were not adequate 

quality or quantity to permit a comprehensive program 

physical educatiorr. 19 

Summary 

The preceding review of related literature disclosed 

,at there was an abundance of committee work, writing, 

19c. R. Buck, "An Evaluation of the Undergraduate 
·ofessional Preparation Programs in Physical Education 

Oklahoma Colleges and Universities" (unpub. Ed.D • 
. ssertation, University of Arkansas, 1968). 



Ld research dealing with the evaluation and improvement 

· undergraduate professional preparation programs in 

1ysical education. The major goal of the various com

.ttees in this area was to establish a set of standards 

. which institutions could base their programs. The 

.de range of topics under the heading "Articles" 

.pported all of the areas of the score card to be used 
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this study. It was interesting to note that the 

.rriculum was the topic most often wri t·~en about. Also, 

.e examination of significant research indicated that 

dergraduate teacher-education programs in physical 

.ucation were usually evaluated by using a jury vali

.ted questionnaire or check list administered during a 

rsonal interview with the chairman of the physical edu

tion department. Furthermore, the various authors were 

fficiently consistent in their selection of topics to 

investigated so as to support the areas of the score 

rd used in this study. Finally, the review of avail

le research relating to the evaluation of undergraduate 

e-professional preparation programs preparing physical 

ucators indicated that no such study as the one de

ribed herein had ever been undertaken in Oklahoma 

rnmunity Junior Colleges and that there was indeed, a 

ed for such a study. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

The problem with which this study dealt was that of 

'aluating the undergraduate pre-professional preparation 

·ograms in physical education in Oklahoma Junior Col~eges. 

Le purpose of this evaluation was to determine the current 

1ndition of this particular phase of the pre-teacher edu

;tion program in Oklahoma two-year institutions of higher 

lucation and to emphasize the strong and weak program 

·eas. The data collecting instrument was a modified 

:ore card designed by Bookwalter and Dollgener to evalu

:e professional undergraduate teacher-education programs 

the area of physical education. 

This chapter contains an explanation of the in

:rument, an explanation of the method of selecting the 

,pulation, the purpose of the pilot application, a de

ription of the administration of the score card, and an 

:planation of the treatment of the data .• 

Selection of the Population 

In order to evaluate the two-year undergraduate pre

·ofessional preparation programs in physical education in 

lahoma, it is first necessary to identify all two-year 

?7 
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,educational institutions offering such a program. This 

formation was obtained from the most recent edition of 

.e Teacher Education, Certification, and Assignment .tli!r!£

:9.1s1 published by the Oklahoma State Department of Edu

tion. All schools from these lists were included in 

.e study, except Southwest College at Oklahoma City and 

tus Junior College at Altus. These two schools did not 

rticipate in the study due to a lack of any physical 

ucation curriculum and facilities. The fifteen schools 

re geographically distributed throughout the state. In-

uded in the list were three private institutions and 

·elve public institutions. The institutions were: 

cone College at Bacone, St. Gregory College at Shawnee, 

d Oklahoma City Southwestern College at Oklahoma City. 

e twelve public institutions were: Connors State 

llege at Warner, Eastern Oklahoma State College at 

lburton, El Reno Junior College, Murray State College 

Tishomingo, Northeastern Oklahoma A & Mat Miami, 

rthern Oklahoma College at Tonkawa, Claremore Junior 

llege, Oscar Rose Junior College at Midwest City, 

rl Albert Community College at Poteau, Sayre Junior 

llege, Seminole Junior College, and Tulsa Junior 

llege. 

1Teacher Education, Certification,~ Assignment 
ndbook (Oklahoma State Board of Education, 1961), 

2. 
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The Instrument 

Previous studies of undergraduate professional prepa-

tion programs have used an instrument that was developed 

r specific study .. Examples of such instruments are 

ose used by Buice2 , Kerr3 , Scott4 , Davis 5 , and Townes 6 .. 

example of a study that was completed using a question

ire developed for regional use is the one by Baker. 7 He 

ed the questionnaire developed by the Northwest Council 

Teacher Education when he evaluated the state colleges 

Arkansas .. 

After an exhaustive search of the literature, the 

vised score card by Bookwalter and Dollgener was se-

cted as the data collecting instrument for this 

2Mary Buice, 11 A Scale for Evaluating the Undergraduate 
ofessional Program in Physical Education" (unpub. Ph.D. 
ssertation, University of Texas, 1943). 

3R .. W., Kerr, "The Status of Undergraduate Profes
onal Preparation in Physical Education for Men in New 
gland Colleges and Universities" (unpub. Ph.D. disser
tion, Indiana University, 1956). 

d • -T. Scott, "A Study of the Content of Professional 
urses in Physical Education," Research quarterly, Vol .. I 
ashington D.c., 1939), pp. 78-83. 

5E .. c .. Davis, "The Survey of Professional Preparation 
Physical Education," Research Quarterly, Vol .. 4 (Wash

gton n.c., 1932), p. 21. 

6T .. E .. Townes, "A Study of Professional Education in 
ysical Education in Selected Negro Colleges" (unpub .. 
• D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1950). 

7William B. Baker, "An Evaluation of Undergraduate 
ofessional Preparation in Physical Education for Men in 
ven State Supported Institutions of Higher Learning in 
kansas," Dissertation Abstract, Vol. 22 (1962), p. 56. 
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vestigation. It was structured to comprehensively 

aluate an institution that prepares physical education 

achers. Also, it was developed as a result of a criti-

l appraisal of a previously used and validated score 

Ld~ The revised score card was structured to permit 

~tial compliance to most of the score card items. 

Bookwalter, in a personal correspondence to the 

thor concerning the use of the score card in regard to 

nior colleges, stated: 

There is a great need for a thorough 
analysis of appropriate procedures, content, 
and facilities in professional physical edu
cation programs of Junior Colleges. The score 
card by Dollgener and myself aims~~ a sound 
evaluation of the total undergraduate program. 
It has met the test of use consistency as well 
as validity as compared with the literature 
and two revisions. In consideration of these 
facts and in light of the concept that a 
quality professional physical education is 
a matter of meeting the approved requirements 
for the educati~n of potential teachers, use 
the score card .. 

validity for this instrument was determined, 

Bookwalter and Dollgener, from a thorough review of 

e literature. Area and item weightings were deter-

ned by their {1) cruciality, (2) direct relationship 

the program and its purpose, (3) annual cost, 

) original cost, (5) difficulty to obtain and retain, 

) objectivity and/or accuracy of information, and 

) number of sub-areas and items. Bookwalter and 

8 . 
Karl w. Bookwalter, personal correspondence, 

gust 1973 .. 
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llgener determined the score card reliability by using 

e Spearman-Brown Split-half Prophecy formula which gave 

correlation of .796. In order to increase the score 

rd reliability, a test of item discrimination was uti~ 

zed and as a result the number of questions was reduced 

om 355 to 318. Reliability was not determined for the 

pulation of this study. 

With the above information available, the data 

llecting instrument for the study, "A Score Card for 

aluating Undergraduate Professional Programs in Physical 

ucation (Revised Edition), 119 was selected. 

With the approval of the investigator's doctoral 

nmittee, the score card area "Professional Curriculum 

licies and Practices" was added to the score card 

~luation instrument. The investigator deemed this 

jition necessary because the original score card in-

rument was constructed with the purpose of evaluating 

1r-year institutions, rather than two-year institutions, 

higher education. 

The supplement to the original score card instrument 

je it possible for the investigator to critically 

!luate the two-year institutions• curriculum offering, 

Leh was not possible with the original score card 

;trument. 

9Karl w. Bookwalter and Robert J. Dollgener, ~ Score 
~ f2!. Evaluating Undergraduate Professional Programs in. 
rsical Education (Indiana, 1965), p. 39. 



The score card has ten areas with each area divided 

:o sub-areas and each sub-area into items. The ten 

!as are as follows: 
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1. General Institutional and Departmental Practices 

2. Staff Standards 

3. The Teaching Act 

4. Service Program and Extended Curriculum 

s. Student Services 

6. Library - Audio-Visual 

7. Supplies and Equipment 

8. Indoor Facilities 

9. Outdoor Facilities 

10. Professional Curriculum Policies and Practices. 

~scorecard is shown in the Appendix A. 

Pilot Application 

The Department of Physical Education, Northern 

.ahoma College, agreed to participate in the pilot 

>lication of the score card. The purpose of the pilot 

,lication was to determine the most efficient method 

administering the score card and to prevent any 

;sible misunderstanding of questions and procedures on 

! part of those being interviewed. 

The pilot application indicated a need for the inter

!Wer to personally visit and question the librarian, 

llth service director, student housing director, ad

;sion personnel, and the director of audio-visual aids. 
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ese were the score card areas in which the chairman of 

e department of physical education, as determined by the 

lot application, would be least familiar. Along with 

e personal visits that were made to other areas of im

~tance, it was also determined that a period of one and 

e-half hours would be necessary to complete the inter

ew of the chairman. 

Administration of the Score Card 

The initial step in this study was to secure the co

eration of the Chairman of the Department of Physical 

ucation of each of the seventeen institutions selected 

participate in the study. This was accomplished by a 

~mal letter, on letterhead stationery, from the Depart

nt of Physical Education, Northern Oklahoma College, to 

e chairman of each of the selected schools. The letter 

ntained a brief explanation of the study, listed the 

~pose of the study, asked for permission to observe 

e physical education facilities, requested permission 

~ a personal interview with each chairman, and guaran

ed anonymity to the participating institutions. The 

tter appears as Appendix B. 

Of the seventeen chairmen contacted by letter, fifteen 

dicated a willingness to participate in the study. Two 

hools did not participate in the study due to a lack of 

ysical education curriculum and facilities. 

A separate instrument for each institution was 
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npleted by recording the appropriate score £or each item 

the score card as it related to existing conditions, 

Licies, practices, and facilities relevant to each pro

im. Prior to visiting each institution, a copy of the 

1ool's most current catalogue was obtained and examined. 

l questions on the score card that were specifically 

3Wered in the catalogue were so recorded. The author 

tained two copies of the score card to be used in the 

terview. One copy was given to each chairman prior to 

! interview and the investigator completed and kept the 

1er copy. 

Arrival at the institution was timed to permit the 

:hor to visit the campus and observe the buildings, 

)unds, and indoor and outdoor physical education facili

~s. !,uring this period or immediately following the 

1eduled interview the library was visited and the card 

:alogue and periodical listings personally checked in 

ier to complete that portion of the score card. The 

1d librarian was interviewed in order to satisfy 

!stions pertinent to that facility. Other interviews 

~e conducted with administrative personnel from the 

llth services, admissions, student housing, and the 

iio-visual departments. They were asked to respond to 

!ms on the score card that pertained directly to their 

!a. It required an average of four hours on each campus 

complete the evaluation. Of this time, about one and 

!-half hours were needed to complete the,scheduled 



terv~w with each chairman. Without exception, the 

Dple at all institutions were cordial, friendly, and 

lpful. 

Treatment of the oaf.a 
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To facilitate the appropriate analysis, the data were 

~sented in table form. Each table included all data that 

Le pertinent, such as the institution identification 

nber, rank, and percent of attainment. A mean percent 

attainment also appeared in each table. 

After completing all fifteen interviews, the score 

rds were collected and the scores tabulated. A total 

s obtained for each sub-area by summing the points 

signed to each item in that sub-area. Area totals were 

tained by summing the totals of the various sub-areas. 

,re card totals for each of the fifteen schools were 

tained by summing the totals of the ten score card 

~as. 

Raw scores for each score card were used to determine 

rcent of attainment for each area and score card. The 

rcent of attainment was determined for each of the 

fteen score cards and for each of the ten score card 

~as by dividing the total points obtained by the number 

points possible. Data in the form of percent of 

tainment scores were used to determine (1) the rank 

jer of the overall physical education programs in pre-

icher education institutions in Oklahoma, (2) the strong 



i weak portions of each institution as determined by the 

>re card, and (3) the overall status of undergraduate 

~-professional preparation in physical education in 

~ahoma Junior Colleges. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

This study was designed to evaluate the undergraduate 

~-professional preparation programs in physical educa

)n in Oklahoma Junior Colleges. The data gathering 

~trument for this study,~ Score~ !.2£. Evaluating 

jergraduate Professional Programs in, Physical Education 

~vised Edition), was developed and validated for this 

!cific purpose by Bookwalter and Dollgener. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present an analy-

; of the schools' scores on the score card as measured 

the score of the fifteen participating institutions 

each area of the score card and the total score 

:ained. Institutional anonymity was obtained by ran

rrly assigning each school an identification number from 

! through fifteen. To implement the data analysis, the 

:a have been shown in tabular form. This chapter 

~ther includes the rank orders of the participating 

1ools in each of the ten score card areas, and the rank 

ler of the schools by their total score card attainment. 

1ally, each of the ten score card areas was analyzed 

a close and careful critique of the respective sub

~as which permitted an enumeration of strengths, 

37 
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tknesses, and points interest revealed in each score 

~d area~ This method permitted the schools to easily 

mti:fy their areas of strength and weakness .. 

The Total Score Card 

The total number of points possible on the score 

~d was 1000. All discussions on total scores were 

)Orted as the percent of 1000 points attained. 

1k Order on Total Score Card 

The rank order of the fifteen participating institu

)ns is shown in Table I. From this table it can be 

~n that two schools accomplished the criterion score 

seventy-five percent attainment established for this 

1dy0 The mean percent of attainment for the fifteen. 

1ools, as recorded on the score card, was 48.9. This 

s from a high of 77.2 percent to a low of 15.7 percent 

>ulting in a range of 6le5 points. 

Table II shows the percent attainment of the fifteen 

3titutions in all ten areas of the score card. 

Area I - General Institutional 

and Departmental Practices 

Table III shows the rank order of the fifteen insti

:ions by their percent of attainment in Area I - General 

>titutional and Departmental Practices. There was a 

3Sibility of eighty points in this area. 



School 

7 
9 
5 
1 
8 

11 
4 
6 

Mean 
15 
12 

2 
10 

3 
14 
13 

TABLE I 

~i\NK ORDER BY PERCENT OF 
SCORE CARD ATTAINMENT 

Rank Percent Attainment 

1 77.2 
2 75 .. 3 
3 74 .. 0 
4 64 .. 0 
5 60 .. 0 
6 59.2 
7 58 .. 1 
8 50 .. 0 

48.9 
9 44 .. 9 

10 43 .. 2 
11 36.4 
12 34 .. 9 
13 28.7 
14 18 .. 7 
15 15 .. 7 

39 



I II 

lOOl 1 52 60 
2 45 50 
3 47 20 
4 47 45 
5 50 61 
6 34 55 
7 65 64 
8 42 52 
9 75 61 

10 19 31 
11 50 41 
12 35 40 
13 25 12 
14 23 10 
15 ! 50 57 

Mean I 44 

I 
44 

TABLE II 

PERCENT ATTAINMENT ON 
SCORE CARD AREAS 

Areas 
III IV V VI VII 

84 71 55 75 56 
43 43 .67 50 35 
74 7.2 l2 16 20 
44 72 73 71 65 
72 59 27 84 64 
95 40 12 68 29 
89 75 57 94 66 
66 60 25 52 61 
74 70 50 79 89 
72 20 .os 68 31 
75 53 46 80 64 
73 53 20 64 35 
25 9 7 17 7 
47 16 .07 41 .06 
60 55 .07 64 68 
58 47 26 65 41 

40 

VIII IX X Mean 

44 67 65 63 
20 12 35 33 

0 0 32 29 
63 55 39 57 
63 62 78 62 
50 57 49 49 
78 85 70 74 
77 73 73 58 
90 76 80 74 
25 43 38 35 
67 60 51 59 
39 41 38 44 

1 11 39 15 
10 .04 19 17 
40 38 30 46 
44 42 49 

Areas: I - General Institutional and Departmental 
Practices 

II - Staff Standards 
III - The Teaching Act 

IV - Service Program and Extended Curriculum 
V - Student Services 

VI - Library - Audio-Visual 
VII - Supplies and Equipment 

VIII - Indoor Facilities 
IX - Outdoor Facilities 

X - Professional Curriculum Policies and 
Practices 



TABLE III 

A'l'TAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR AREA I 
GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL Al'\JD 

DEPAR'I'MENTAL PRACTICES 

Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
School Rank Attainment Attainment 

A B C D 

a 1 75 62 100 72 77 .., 
7 2 65 60 100 37 77 
1 3 52 58 66 49 50 

15 4 50 62 75 50 22 
11 4 50 33 66 45 77 

5 4 50 45 100 27 50 
3 7 47 71 75 0 54 
4 7 47 33 75 31 63 
2 9 45 54 33 36 50 

Mean 43 .. 9 49 62 29 42 
8 10 42 46 100 32 18 

12 11 35 29 66 27 31 
6 34 54 25 0 50 

13 13 25 50 .. 5 22 0 
14 14 23 58 25 9 0 
10 15 19 33 33 0 13 

A General s 

B - sional Affiliations and Accreditation 

C - Admissions 

D - General Departmental Practices 



The high score for this area was seventy-five per

~t and the low score was nineteen percent, which gave 

~ange of fifty-six points. The mean score was 43.9 

~cent. 

The response to the seven items of Sub-area A -

12 

neral Policies - was poor with all schools scoring below 

e seventy-five percent attainment criterion for this 

udy. General strength was evidenced only in schools 

ving a well formulated statement of institutional aims 

d objectives with these being published and readily 

ailable. General weaknesses were evidenced by the 

hools in the amount of student and departmental repre

ntation in institutional policy-making. 

In Sub-area B - Professional Affiliations and Accred

ation - six schools scored on or above the criterion of 

venty-five percent attainment. 

All of the schools were fully accredited by the North 

ntral Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 

cept five institutions, and only five schools were not 

credited by the National Council for Accreditation of 

acher Education. Two schools were not members of a 

tional, state, or sectional athletic association because 

ey did not participate in varsity intercollegiate 

hletics. 

Sub-area C ~ Admissions - was the weakest sub-area 

Area I. All schools fell below the seventy-five per

nt criterion. This response was expected due to the 



pen-door admission policies of many schools in this study. 

onsistently weak responses were evident on the item con

erning the students' intelligence quotient and high 

chool class rank as an admission requirement. 

Sub-area D - General Departmental Practices - con

ained five items. Only three schools scored above the 

eventy-five percent criterion. Items receiving a strong 

esponse were a statement of departmental objectives being 

ublished and available and a comprehensive set of objec

ives listed and sought. The items receiving weak re

ponses were the poor overall testing of motor skills and 

hysical fitness, and the lack of established departmental 

ommittees giving continuous consideration to curriculum 

eeds. 

Area II - Staff Standards 

Table IV gives the rank order of the participating 

nstitutions by their percent of attainment in Area II -

taff Standards. There were 120 points possible in this 

rea. 

No schools exceeded the seventy-five percent of 

ttainment for Area II. The mean percent attainment for 

rea II was 43.9. The high score was sixty-four percent 

nd the low score was ten percent, which gave a range of 

ifty-four points. 

In Sub-area A - Number - the scores were very poor 

xcept for one school that scored above the seventy-five 



'l'ABLE IV 

T BY INSTITUTION FOR 
STAFF STANDARDS 

44 

School Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment Attainment 

A B C D E 

7 1 63 50 90 80 86 
5 2 61 76 45 40 53 81 
9 2 61 53 45 85 38 95 
1 4 60 60 45 50 65 72 

15 5 57 56 31 65 57 77 
6 6 55 56 50 75 46 54 
8 7 52 57 31 45 65 59 
2 8 50 73 45 34 42 45 
4 9 45 50 41 45 50 31 

Mean 43 .. 9 43 .. 9 32 .. 1 46 .. 6 50 .. 8 56 .. 2 
11 10 41 16 36 20 69 68 
12 11 40 69 54 25 53 45 
10 31 0 0 20 73 68 

3 13 20 30 9 15 15 41 
13 12 0 0 40 26 0 

5 10 0 0 50 30 22 

A - Number 

B sin their Major Field 

C - Experience 

D - Teaching Load 

E - Profess 
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,ercent criterion. The one item that received a good 

·esponse was that adequate stenographic and clerical staff 

,ere provided to expedite correspondence, repoDts, :and 

1imeographing. Items of major weakness for most schools 

rere indicated in the amount of time that the head of the 

lepartment could devote to administrative duties and con

.tructive leadership within the division. 

Sub-area B - Qualification in their Major Field -

:ontained five items. No school scored above the seventy

·ive percent criterion in this sub-area. All schools 

:cored well on the item related to percent of their staff 

1olding a master's degree. An acceptable response was 

:vident in the number of institutions that stimulate 

·aculty members to systematically advance by graduate 

:tudy and travel. However, one hundred percent or fifteen 

.nstitutions did not have a person with a doctor's degree 

.s the head of the physical education department. 

In Sub-area C - Experience - three schools scored 

,etter than the seventy-five percent criterion. A strong 

:rend was evidenced in the diversity of institutions from 

rhich faculty members of a single institution received 

:heir present degree. A consistently poor score was re

:orded on the item pertaining to a planned program of in

:ervice training for the school's physical education staff. 

The response to Sub-area D - Teaching Load - was very 

reak. Only one school reached the suggested criterion of 

:eventy-five percent attainment. Strength was evidenced 



n the items pertaining to the number of hours per week 

hat an instructor was assigned to teach. 
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A majority of the schools were inadequate on the item 

ertaining to the identity of the duties that were con

idered in determining a teaching load as well as the 

quality of assigning extra-curricular responsibilities 

o staff members. 

Sub-area E - Professional Status - was the sub-area 

losest to the seventy-five percent of attainment criter

on for this area. Four of the fifteen schools equalled 

r surpassed the seventy-five percent criterion for this 

uh-area. There was a definite trend in items related to 

quality of physical education staff and other staff in 

ank, salaries, and promotion. The only consistent weak

ess observed in this sub-area pertained to faculty 

embers affiliating, attending, and holding office in 

arious levels of professional organizations. 

Area III - The Teaching Act 

Table V gives the rank order of the fifteen schools 

,f this study by their percent attainment in Area III -

'he Teaching Act - which had a total of ninety possible 

oints. 

Four schools had scores that exceeded the recommended 

.eventy-five percent criterion for Area III. The scores 

·or this area ranged from ninety-five percent to twenty

ive percent, which gave a range of seventy points. 



TABLE V 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR 
AREA III - THE TEACHING ACT 

School Rank Area Percent 
Attainment 

A 

6 1 95 100 
7 2 89 100 
1 3 84 85 

11 4 75 100 
9 5 74 45 
3 5 74 80 

12 7 73 70 
5 8 72 85 

10 8 72 85 
8 10 66 90 

15 11 60 95 
!•lean 58 .. 1 78 

14 12 47 70 
4 13 44 35 
2 43 60 

13 5 25 50 

A - Personality of the Instructors 

B - anning 

C -
D - uation 

Sub-area Percent 
Attainment 

B C D 

100 95 82 
100 80 82 

66 94 82 
83 54 82 
77 88 76 
83 65 76 
72 75 76 
66 71 64 
88 60 64 
78 49 65 
38 'j 7 52 
69 61 62 
55 37 41 
66 37 47 
39 34 47 
25 22 0 

47 



By reviewing the four sub-areas of Area III it was 

ossible to enumerate some strong trends and some weak

.esses that were pertinent to this evaluation. 
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There was an excellent response to Sub-area A -

ersonality of the Instructors - which consisted of six 

terns. All except five schools indicated a staff con

isting of individuals who were emotionally mature, knew 

heir subject, had a sense of humor, understood students 

nd their growth, neat in appearance, and had good speech 

abits. 

Sub-area B - Planning - received a fair response with 

even schools scoring above the seventy-five percent cri

erion. However, several schools indicated a need to in

rease the number of classes that have courses of study, 

yllabi, or course outlines to follow. 

The scores in Sub-area C - Teaching Techniques - were 

air. Of the ten items in this sub-area only five received 

eak responses. These items suggested that instructors 

mphasized reiteration rather than synthesis and interpre

ation, assignments were not always clear, and instruc

ional methods needed to challenge the exceptional students 

swell as the average students. 

Sub-area D - Evaluation - had seven institutions 

coring above the seventy-five percent criterion. Strength 

as evident in the fact that examinations were given at 

egular intervals during a course. Also, the examinations 

ere enhanced by preview and review making them an 
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educational experience. Finally, evidence indicated that 

care was used in developing and improving examinations. 

Area IV - Service Program and 

Extended Curriculum 

The rank order of the fifteen participating insti

tutions shown in Table VI were determined by their percent 

of attainment in Area IV - Service Program and Extended 

Curriculum - which had ninety points possible. 

Only one school had scores above the study criterion 

of seventy-five percent attainment. Also, the high score 

was seventy-five percent and the low score was nine per

cent, which produced a range of sixty-four points. The 

area mean was 47.3 percent, and eleven schools did not 

attain an adequate level in any of the four sub-areas. 

There were thirteen items in Sub-area A - Service 

Program - and the general response to these items was poor. 

Only one school scored above the seventy-five percent 

criterion. A weakness evident in most service programs 

was the lack of physical education for the handicapped 

student. Also, a lack of any service program was evident 

in two schools in this study. Finally, the number of days 

per week that the service program met was an item receivin~ 

a generally weak response. A strong trend was evidenced 

relevant to the number of years required in physical 

education for all students. 

Sub-area B - Intramural Program - indicated an 



TABLE VI 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR 
AREA IV -- SERVICE PROGRAM 

AND EXTENDED CURRICULUM 

School Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment 

7 1 75 
4 2 72 
1 3 71 
9 4 70 
8 5 60 
5 6 59 

15 7 55 
11 8 53 
12 8 53 

Mean 47.3 
2 10 _ 42 
6 11 40 
3 12 20 

10 12 20 
14 14 16 
13 15 9 

A - Service Program 

B - Intramural Program 

C - Intercollegiate Athletics 

D - Recreational Activities 

Attainment 

A B C D 

70 92 60 79 
73 69 90 50 
80 70 40 85 
76 73 70 57 
50 73 60 57 
53 61 70 50 
46 65 60 42 
56 73 30 42 
60 50 50 50 
47 49 44 49 
46 34 45 42 
26 50 30 64 
36 0 0 64 
36 15 0 21 

0 0 30 28 
0 5 25 14 

50 
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1consistency in operation. Three schools had no intra

tral program in. operation. Twelve schools indicated that 

1tramurals were recognized as part of physical education 

1d organized under that department, but no school had a 

~rson devoting all of his time to this program. A common 

~akness indicated by the responses was that only a small 

~rcentage of the students took part in the intramural 

~ogram. Strong trends were that students and staff co

>erate in establishing intramural sports, and intramural 

:ficials were being trained and paid in some institutions. 

Sub-area C - Intercollegiate Athletics - received 

generally poor response. Only one school met the 

~venty-five percent criterion of this study. The item 

~aling with health examinations was weak, for only an 

1nual health examination was required for participants of 

irsity athletics. Furthermore, only one school provided 

school physician for its athletic teams. A like number 

:ovided a half-time athletic trainer for their athletic 

!am. The only strong item was that intercollegiate 

chletics were financed as far as possible from the general 

1nds, and heavy emphasis was placed upon varsity athletics 

1 all institutions conducting a varsity program. 

Sub-area D - Recreational Activities - was generally 

,or with only two schools reaching the seventy-five per

~nt attainment level. As stated earlier only one insti-

1tion provided adapted physical activities for their 

~ndicapped students. The responses indicated that a 



1ajority of the schools provided finances to support 

reneral co-curricular activities and the department of 

,hysical education provided numerous opportunities for 

oeducational activity. 

Area V - Student Services 
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Table VII shows the rank order of the fifteen schools 

n this study by their percent of attainment in Area V -

tudent Services. This area had 120 possible points and 

onsisted of five sub-areas. 

This score card area was very weak. Not a single 

chool attained the suggested criterion of seventy-five 

ercent. Furthermore, nine schools failed to reach the 

eventy-five percent of attainment ~evel in any of the 

ive sub-areas. The top score was seventy-three percent 

ttainment and the low score was .05 percent attainment, 

ith a range of 72.05. 

The responses to the seven items of Sub-area A -

ecruitment, Selection, Guidance, and Counseling - were 

ood with six schools scoring above the seventy-five 

ercent criterion. A strong trend was evidenced by the 

mnber of schools with coeducational student major labs 

hich oriented and professionalized the students. An 

tern that received weak responses related to schools 

2intaining a complete cumulative record for every student 

1ich was used by the divisional or departmental counselors 

swell as by the professional counseling services. 



School 

4 
7 
1 
9 

11 
5 

Mean 
8 

12 
6 
3 

13 
2 

14 
15 
10 

TABLE VII 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR 
V -- STUDENT SERVICES 

Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment Attainment 

A B C D 

1 73 75 44 57 75 
2 57 80 55 79 10 
3 55 85 58 35 45 
4 50 75 77 85 40 
5 46 70 44 50 15 
6 27 75 5 64 20 

25 .. 6 53 23 33 14 
7 25 75 25 50 0 
8 20 60 5 57 0 
9 12 40 0 6 0 
9 12 45 16 0 5 

11 7 25 11 0 0 
12 .,67 8 0 0 0 
13 .07 45 0 0 0 

,,07 40 2 0 0 
15 .. os 0 8 21 0 
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E 

93 
66 
50 
60 
50 
10 
24 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

26 
0 
0 
3 

A - Recruitment, Selection, Guidance, and Counseling 

B - Health Services 

C - Housing for Students 

D - Placement 

E - Follow-up and In-Service Education 
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Sub-area B - Health Service - was completely in

jequate with no school reaching the seventy-five percent 

ttainment criterion. All items in this area were con

istently weak, with the exception of one school. Finally, 

~ne of the fifteen schools provided, without fee, a 

~neral comprehensive insurance plan for their students. 

Sub-area C - Housing for Students - consisted of 

ive items with only two of the schools reaching the 

~venty-five percent of attainment standard. There were 

1ree items that had answers of notable consistency in 

1is sub-area. The first was that a majority of the 

:hools offer housing at a moderate cost with a choice of 

~ice ranges. Secondly, a majority of the schools did not 

1spect and approve the off-campus housing. Lastly, there 

ls not a sufficient amount of separate housing provided 

>r married students. 

Sub-area D - Placement - was an eight-item sub-area 

.th most schools showing no consistency in attainment on 

.1 eight items. Only one school had developed placement 

~rvices that included interviews, surveyed placement op

>rtunities, and cooperated with local bureaus in pro

.ding student records to state or professional placement 

~ncies. 

Sub-area E - Follow-up and In-service Education -

.s a sub-area that was grossly inadequate for all partici

.ting schools except one. It was evident that a majority 

the fifteen schools were not involved in any kind of 
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,llow-up or in-service education program. 

Area VI - Library - Audio-Visual 

Table VIII depicts the rank order of the fifteen 

:hools in this study as indicated by their percent of 

ttainment in Area VI - Library - Audio-Visual. Ninety 

>ints were possible in the area with only five schools 

:oring equal to or better than the seventy-five percent 

:iterion. There was a high score of ninety-four percent 

1d a low of seventeen percent giving a range of seventy

~ven points. 

This area's mean percent of attainment, 65.3, was 

Lgher than the other nine score card areas. The first 

1b-division was listed under the general heading of -

1e Library - and had four sub-areas. A discussion of 

lCh of these sub-areas follows: 

The first Sub-area - General Features - had 

1e schools registering very adequate scores with two 

:hools falling below the seventy-five percent criterion. 

1ere was only one item in which the schools were weak and 

1at referred to the number of departmental libraries that 

~re available and properly serviced. Otherwise, the 

~neral features of all of the libraries were adequate. 

The second Sub-area - Library Services - had a 

,od response with ten schools reaching the seventy-five 

ircent criterion. Therefore, most library services in

.uded helpful staff, speedy and pleasant service, and 



TABLE VIII 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR 
AREA VI -- LIBRARY -

AUDIO-VISUAL 

Area 
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School Rank Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment 

A 

1 l 
7 1 94 93 87 
5 2 84 100 81 

11 3 80 86 100 
9 4 79 86 62 
1 5 75 93 87 
3 6 72 93 87 
4 7 71 80 87 
6 8 68 80 62 

10 8 68 93 75 
Mean 65.3 86 70 

12 10 64 100 87 
15 10 64 86 ·so 

8 12 52 80 75 
2 13 50 100 87 

14 14 41 53 12 
13 15 17 60 25 

A - Library 

1. General Features 
2. Library Service 
3. Books and Pamphlets 
4. Periodicals and Annuals 

B - Audio-Visual Aids 

1. General Features 
2. Instructional Materials 
'3. Equipment and Facilities 

Attainment 

B 

1 4 1 2 3 -
100 100 90 70 100 

82 78 50 90 93 
58 85 90 50 93 
17 100 100 100 100 
70 50 80 50 89 
88 28 100 50 68 
88 42 80 70 56 
64 85 70 60 56 
70 42 40 50 87 
65 69 62 53 68 
47 57 so 20 81 
52 57 50 50 87 
47 46 80 30 66 
58 28 0 30 37 
29 35 so 60 43 

0 0 0 0 37 



>me formal instruction in the use of the library. 

The third Sub-area - Books and Pamphlets - had 

.even schools below the suggested seventy-five percent 
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: attainment level. The most consistent item receiving 

weak response delt with the number of volumes in the 

.brary, with all fifteen schools having less than 50,000 

>lumes. 

The second Sub-division was titled - Audio-Visual 

.ds - and consisted of three sub-areas. Only four schools 

Liled to attain the suggested criterion in at least one 

the three sub-areas. 

The first Sub-area - General -Features - was a weak 

1b-area for most schools. Therefore, it was evident that 

le general features of the audio-visual department were 

lequate in most academic situations. 

The second Sub-area - Instructional Materials - had 

tly two schools obtaining the suggested seventy-five per

int criterion level. While films and slides were avail

>le for physical education they were not usually the 

·operty of the school. All but four schools stated that 

,me rhythmics, sports, and gymnastics films and slides 

ire available. As for tape recorders, no school indicated 

1at they had an inadequate supply. 

The final Sub-area - Equipment and Facilities -

icorded good scores for several schools. Only seven of 

Le fifteen schools failed to reach the suggested criter

in. The major weakness was related to the number of 
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.assrooms that were equipped to use audio-visual aids • 

. so, most of the audio-visual departments indicatE.ed that 

1ey had an adequate quantity and a sufficient variety of 

1dio-visual equipment to satisfy the needs of the school. 

Area VII - Supplies and Equipment 

Table IX shows the rank order of t:he fifteen par

.cipating schools as determined by their percent of 

:tainment in Area VII - Supplies and Equipment. It was 

>ssible to accumulate eighty points in this area. Only 

te school exceeded the seventy-five percent of attain

!nt criterion in this area. The highest percent at

tined was eighty-nine percent and the lowest was .06 

ircent, which gave a range of 88.94 points. The mean 

ircent of attainment for Area VII was 41.2. 

This area was divided into three sub-areas. Seven 

the schools reached the suggested seventy-five percent 

attainment criterion in at least one of the sub-areas. 

Sub-area A - General Practices - consisted of seven 

:ems. There were four schools scoring within the seventy

.ve percent of attainment range. In spite of the number 

schools failing to reach an adequate score in this sub

·ea, there were only three schools showing a consistent 

:ak response. Strong trends were evident in six of the 

ven items. There were five schools that felt their 

:uipment and supplies budget for the professional, intra

ral, intercollegiate, and recreational program was 



TABLE IX 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR AREA VII -
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 

School Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment 

9 1 
15 2 

7 3 
4 4 
5 5 

11 5 
8 7 
1 8 

Mean 
2 9 

12 9 
10 11 

6 12 
3 13 

13 14 
14 15 

A - General Practices 

B - Supplies 

C - Equipment 

89 
68 
66 
65 
64 
64 
61 
56 
41.2 
35 
35 
31 
29 
16 

7 
.06 

Attainment 

A B C 

92 93 89 
61 82 60 
92 86 42 
61 68 57 
69 89 42 
92 82 40 
79 58 58 
54 76 42 
58 60 30 
53 59 10 
61 59 0 
61 59 0 
69 55 18 
31 20 0 

0 10 .07 
0 14 .03 

59 
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tadequate. Most schools utilized maintenanc.e personnel 

•checkout, care for, maintain, and inventory equipment • 

. so, recreational equipment was available to staff and 

:udents on a check-out basis for recreational use. 

Sub-area B - Supplies - was further divided into 

lree groups relating to sports supplies, rhythm supplies, 

Ld gymnastic supplies. There were only six schools that 

Ld adequate attainment scores in this sub-area. 

There was an abundance of supplies indicated for 

·chery, volleyball, golf, softball, basketball, football, 

Ld badminton. Weaknesses were evident in bowling fa

.lities, handball facilities, and tennis equipment. 

The rhythm supplies were not adequate in the amount 

records, sheet music, tapes and tape recorders avail-

1le. 

Sub-area C - Equipment - was divided into heavy equip

:nt, rhythm equipment, and measurement and research equip

:nt. Only one school had an adequate level of attainment 

this sub-area. 

A majority of the schools were considered to be weak 

gymnastic equipment, adequate weight lifting equipment, 

,urts and standards. The weak items listed under heavy 

_uipment included aquatics equipment and wrestling mats. 

The rhythm equipment consisted of pianos and record 

ayers at various teaching stations and for recreational 

rposes. This item was considered weak. Most of the 

hools did not have sewing machines or cleaning and 



·essing equipment available. 

The portion dealing with measurement and research 

[Uipment was very weak. No school had an adequate per

tnt of attainment score. There were ten items of which 

.ne received weak responses from all of the schools, 

1dicating that there was a general lack of research ·and 

:asurernent equipment in the various physical education 

:partments. 

Area VIII - Indoor Facilities 

Table X shows the rank order of the fifteen insti

.tions in this study as determined by their percent 

.tainment in Area VIII - Indoor Facilities. This area· 

.d 110 points possible and contained four sub-areas. 
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Since only three schools attained an adequate percent 

attainment, this area was considered to have received 

very weak response. Also, seven schools failed to 

gister an adequate score in any of the four sub-areas • 

. ble X shows a mean score of 43.8 with the high percent 

attainment as ninety percent and a low percent of at

inment as zero, which gave a range of ninety points. 

The response to Sub-area A - General Features - was 

tter than the other three sub-areas but it was still 

nsidered weak since only seven schools reached the 

ggested seventy-five percent criterion. The item per

ining to safety and sanitation measures was considered 

equate. The weak item related to the availability of a 



TABLE X 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR AREA 
VIII -- INDOOR FACILITIES 

School Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment 

a 1 .., 
7 2 
8 3 

11 4 
4 5 
5 5 
6 7 
1 8 

Mean 
15 9 
12 10 
10 11 

2 12 
14 13 
13 14 

3 15 

A - General Features 

B - Administration 

C - Service 

90 
78 
77 
67 
63 
63 
50 
44 
43.8 
40 
39 
25 
20 
10 

1 
0 

A 

92 
85 
84 
92 
76 

100 
95 
69 
64 
69 
61 
61 
76 

0 
0 
0 

D - Instructional - Recreational 

Attainment 

B C D 

100 100 78 
100 72 69 

87 81 66 
100 68 40 

52 75 54 
95 71 25 
43 34 52 
65 85 40 
57 38 41 
52 37 33 
60 37 21 
30 0 28 
17 15 7 
47 0 0 

8 0 0 
0 0 0 

62 
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mited number of school recreational facilities for com

nity use. 

Sub-area B - Administration - consisted of seven 

ems. Most all items in this sub-area were considered 

ak. Although one school did not have adequate or prop

ly located ticket offices, they did not have varsity 

ntests and, therefore, did not sell tickets. 

Only one school had an equipment drying room that 

s adjacent to the team's dressing room. Other weak 

sponses were related to adequate and conveniently lo

ted office and storage space. 

Sub-area C - Instructional - Recreational - consisted 

eight items. Only one school scored above the seventy

ve percent of attainment level in this sub-area. Also, 

the eight items in this sub-area, only the one dealing 

th the availability of properly equipped and proper size 

assrooms was considered adequate, although a majority of 

e schools scored poorly on this item. There were not an 

equate number of lighted and heated gymnasiums for men 

d women at a peak load, with three schools being void 

any gymnasium facilities. All schools indicated a 

ed for development of handball courts. The lack of a 

ecial room for combatives was a consistent weakness. 

ere was only one school having remedial physical edu

tion rooms. Finally, twelve schools had no swimming 

cilities, plus the fact that the available swimming 

cilities were generally poorly located in respect to 



th men•s and women's dressing and shower facilities. 

Sub-area D - Service - was the weakest of the four 

b-areas. Only two schools were considered adequate in 

is sub-area. A majority of the schoo~s provided sepa

te team rooms with showers, lockers, and toilet for 
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me and visiting teams where gymnasiums did exist. Only 

e-fourth of the schools had an adequately equipped 

aining room. Lastly, the shower rooms were generally 

adequate. 

Area IX - Outdoor Facilities 

Table XI lists the rank order of the fifteen schools 

this study by their percent of attainment in Area IX -

tdoor Facilities. This area had ninety possible points 

d was divided into four sub-areas. Only two schools 

ceeded the seventy-five percent of attainment criterion 

this area, while nine schools failed to attain an ade

ate score in any of the four sub-areas. The high per

nt of attainment was eighty-five percent and the low 

rcent of attainment was zero percent, which gave a range 

eighty-five points. 

Sub-area A - General Features - consisted of six 

ems, five of which were considered generally inadequate. 

rthermore, only two schools had scores that equalled the 

venty-five percent of attainment level in this sub-area. 

comparison with surrounding areas, most of the schools 

~e attractively and effectively landscaped. The outdoor 



TABLE XI 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR AREA 
IX -- OUTDOOR FACILITIES 

School Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment Attainment 

A B C 

7 1 85 87 81 94 
9 2 76 100 62 83 
8 3 73 69 48 83 
1 4 67 47 74 88 
5 5 62 65 59 55 

11 6 60 69 62 88 
6 7 57 69 81 50 
4 8 55 60 55 66 

10 9 43 21 81 61 
Mean 42.6 46 40 53 

12 10 41 52 59 38 
15 11 38 30 29 77 

2 12 12 26 14 5 
13 13 11 0 18 11 
14 14 .04 0 0 0 
'3 15 0 0 0 0 

A - General Features 

B - Facilities for Service and Professional 
Technique Courses 

C - Intramural Facilities 

D - Intercollegiate Athletic Facilities 

D 

82 
63 

100 
63 
68 
22 
18 
48 

4 
36 

9 
27 

0 
13 
18 

0 

65 
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urts, fields, and areas were generally properly oriented, 

aded, drained, fenced, and had fountains and toilet 

cilities conveniently located. 

Sub-area B - Facilities for Service and Professional 

chnique Courses - received an inadequate response from 

l but three schools. There was a definite shortage of 

seball diamonds for class instruction. Archery and 

flery areas generally did not exist. While most schools 

ach golf, only one school had a nine hole golf course 

ned and operated by the school and available for class 

struction. As far as play areas were concerned, there 

snot an adequate number of badminton, tennis, bowling, 

ble tennis, and shuffleboard areas available in most 

~ticipating schools in this study. Finally, a majority 

the schools indicated there was no conflict or problem 

lated to the use of the available physical education 

=ilities and fields by the men, women, or other de

ctrnents. 

Sub-area C - Intramural Facilities - had five items. 

~ schools were considered adequate in this sub-area. 

a major weakness was availability of adequately lighted 

)rts areas for afternoon and night intramural activities. 

st schools indicated ample availability of open areas 

r proper scheduling of the intramural activities, when 

trarnural activities did exist. There was little or no 

1flict resulting from scheduling by the men's and 

nen•s intramural programs. 



Sub-area D - Intercollegiate Athl€!tic Facilities -

d five items® A point of interest here was that one 

6 

hool did not participate in any intercollegiate athletics6 

The item pertaining availability of a baseball 

amond that meets the different conference standards re

ived a favorable response from the majority of the 

hools, as well as the item relating to the availability 

a six or eight lane quarter-mile track and availability 

additional fields for varsity use. 

Area X - Professional Curriculum 

Policies and Practices 

Table XII lists the rank order of the fifteen schools 

this study by their percent of attainment in Area X -

ofessional Curriculum Policies and Practices. This area 

d 130 possible points and was divided into two sub-areas@ 

ly two s exceeded the seventy-five percent of 

tainment criterion in this area, while eight schools 

iled to attain an adequate score in any of the two sub

easo The high percent of attainment was eighty percent 

j the low percent of attainment was nineteen percent, 

ich gave a range of sixty-one points@ 

An excellent response was received on seven of the 

=lve items of Sub-area A - Professional Theory Curricu-

n. The five items that generally received adequate scores 

:luded: Personal and Community Health; First Aid; Health 

1cation; Methods of Teaching Team Sports; and Sports 



School 

9 
5 
8 
7 
1 

11 
6 

Mean 
4 

13 
10 
12 

2 
3 

15 
14 

TABLE XII 

ATTAINMENT BY INSTITUTION FOR 
AREA X -- PROF'ESSIONAL 

CURRICULUM POLICIES 
AND PRACTICES 

Rank Area Percent Sub-area Percent 
Attainment Attainment 

A B 

1 80 40 66 
2 78 45 57 
3 73 35 60 
4 70 35 57 
5 65 30 55 
6 51 30 33 
7 49 25 39 

49 25 37 
8 39 20 31 
8 39 15 36 

10 38 15 13 
10 38 25 25 

35 20 15 
32 15 27 
30 10 29 
19 10 15 

A - Professional Theory Curriculum 

B - Physical Education Activities 



ficiating. 

An excellent response would include a selection of 

x semester hours of the following theory curriculum 

urses: (1) Introduction to Health, Physical Education, 

d Recreation; (2) Personal and Community Health; (3) 
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rst Aid; (4) Methods of Teaching Team Sports; (5) Sports 

ficiating; (6) Adapted Physical Education; and (7) Meth

s and Materials of Teaching Swimming. Six semester 

urs of theory curriculum courses is the approximate 

mber of professional theory courses t:aken during the 

rst two years at Oklahoma State University, whose pro

ssional Health, Physical Education, and Recreation pro

am is widely acclaimed as a leader in this particular 

eld of education. 

School 1, a private institution of higher education, 

ceived an excellent score in Sub-area A - Professional 

eory Curriculum. This rating was due to the school's 

urse selections of First Aid, Health Education, and 

apted Physical Education. A point of interest was that 

is particular school was the only institution that of

red a course in the area of Adapted Physical Education. 

School 2, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area A - Pro

ssional Theory Curriculum. This poor rating was due to 

e lack of sufficient theory course selection. First 

d was the only theory course available in the physical 

ucation theory curriculum. 



School 3, a state supported institution of higher 

.ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

·ofessional Theory Curriculum. This ~xcellent rating 
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.s due to the course selection of Introduction to Health, 

.ysical Education, and Recreation, First Aid, Methods and 

.terials of Teaching Swimming and Community Recreation. 

School 4, a private institution of higher education, 

•ceived a poor score in Sub-area A - Professional Theory 

.rriculum. This rating was due to the lack of sufficient 

,eory course selection. First Aid and Heal th Education 

re the only theory courses available in the physical 

.ucation theory curriculum. 

School S, a state supported institution of higher 

.ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating was 

.e to the school's course selections of Introduction to 

alth, Physical Education, and Recreation, First Aid, 

-alth Education, Sports Officiating, Methods of Teaching 

am Sports, and Methods and Materials of Teaching Swim~ 

ng. 

School 6, a state supported institution of higher 

.ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's course selections of Personal and Com

nity Health, First Aid, Health Education, Methods of 

aching Team Sports, and Sports Officiating. 

School 7, a state supported institution of higher 
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~cation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating was 

e to the school•s course selections of Introduction to 

alth, Physical Education and Recreation, Personal and 

rnmunity Health, First Aid, and Sports Officiating. 

School 8, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating 

s due to the school's course selections of Personal and 

mrnunity Health, First Aid, Methods of Teaching Team 

orts, and Methods and Materials of Teaching Swimming. 

School 9, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's course selections of Personal and 

mmunity Health, First Aid, Methods of Teaching Team 

orts, Sports Officiating, and Methods and Materials of 

aching Swimming. 

School 10, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area A - Pro

ssional Theory Curriculum. This poor rating was due to 

e lack of sufficient theory course selection. Personal 

d Community Health was the only theory course available 

the physical education theory curriculum. 

School 11, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area A -

ofessional Theory Curriculum. This excellent rating 



s due to the course selections of Introduction to 

alth, Physical Education, and Recreation, First Aid, 

alth Education, Methods of Teaching Team Sports, and 

orts Officiating. 
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School 12, a private institution of higher education, 

ceived an excellent score in Sub-area A - Professional 

eory Curriculum. This excellent rating was due to the 

hool's course selections of Personal and Community 

alth, First Aid, Health Education, Methods of Teaching 

am Sports, and Sports Officiating. 

School 13, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area A - Pro

ssional Theory Curriculum. This poor rating was due 

the lack of any theory course selections in the 

ysical education curriculum. 

School 14, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area A - Pro

ssional Theory Curriculum. This poor rating was due 

the lack of sufficient theory course selection. First 

d was the only theory course available in the physical 

ucation theory curriculum. 

School 15, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area A - Pro

ssional Theory Curriculum. This poor rating was due 

the lack of sufficient theory course selection. 

rsonal and Community Health and First Aid are the only 

o theory course offerings in the physical education 
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1eory curriculum. 

No junior college offered the curriculum course of 

~st and Measurement in Health and Physical Education. 

tstly, a sufficient number of Professional Theory curric

.um courses were offered by most of t~e schools. 

Sub-area B - Physical Education Activities - con-

1ined thirty-two items and their level of attainment was 

~nerally weak. 

An excellent level of attainment would include a 

~lection of ten semester hours of physical education 

:tivities. Ten semester hours2of physical education 

:tivity is the approximate number of physical education 

:tivity courses that students would take during the first 

iO years at Oklahoma State University, whose professional 

~alth, Physical Education, and Recreation program is 

Ldely acclaimed as a leader in this particular field of 

1ucation. 

School 1, a private institution of higher education, 

~ceived a good score in Sub-area B - Physical Education 

:tivities. This good rating was due to the school's 

1ysical education activities course selection which 

1cluded: Swimming, Soccer, Speedball, Body Mechanics, 

1seball, Basketball, Physical Fitness, Track and Field, 

,1£, and Social Dance. 

School 2, a state supported institution of higher 

Jucation, received a poor score in Sub-area B - Physical 

iucation Activities. This poor rating was due to the 



.ck of sufficient physical education activity course 

:lections. Varsity basketball and baseball were the 
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.ly team sport activities offered. Individual sports 

:tivities included: Weight Training, Badminton, Physical 

.tness, Golf, and Bowling. 

School 3, a state supported institution of higher 

lucation, received a fair score in Sub-area B - Physical 

lucation Activities. This fair rating was due to the 

;Ck of a sufficient physical education activity course 

ilection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

rimming, Body Mechanics, Horseback Riding, Gymnastics, 

lysical Fitness, Golf, Fencing, Bowling, and Body Con

.tioning. 

School 4, a private institution of higher education, 

:ceived a good score in Sub-area B - Physical Education 

:tivities. This good rating was due to the school's 

lYSical education activities course selection, which 

.eluded: Football, Soccer, Weight Training, Archery, 

,dminton, Baseball, Basketball, Physical Fitness, Social 

.nee, Golf, Bowling, and Body Conditioning. 

School 5, a state supported institution of higher 

.ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

,ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating 

.s due to the school's physical education activity course 

ilection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

rimming, Speedball, Wrestling, Tumbling, Football, Weight 

·aining, Body Mechanics, Archery, Tennis, Bowling, Body 
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nditioning, and American Folk Dance. 

School 6, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a fair score in Sub-area B - Physical 

ucation Activities. This fair rating was due to the 

hool's physical education activity course selection. 

tivity courses that were offered included: Swimming, 

mnastics, Badminton, Social Dance, Golf, Tennis, Modern 

nee, Creative Rhythms, and American Folk Dance. 

School 7, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

e to the school~s physical education activity course 

lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

·imming, Speedball, Wrestling, Handball, Tumbling, Foot-

11, Weight Training, Badminton, Baseball, Basketball, 

ysical Fitness, Self Defense, Track and Field, Golf, 

nnis, Bowling, and American Folk Dance. 

School 8, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

.ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's physical education activity course 

lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

·imming, Soccer, Wrestling, Tumbling, Weight Training, 

,otball, Track and Field, Gymnastics, Archery, Badminton, 

seball, Basketball, Physical Fitness, Self Defense, 

lf, Tennis, and Bowling. 

School 9, a state supported institution of higher 
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.ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

.ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

.e to the school's physical education activity course 

:lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

·imming, Soccer, Speedball, Handball, Tumbling, Weight 

aining, Body Mechanics, Gymnastics, Badminton, Baseball, 

sketball, Social Dance, Self Defense, Golf, Fencing, 

nnis, Bowling, Scuba and Skin Diving, Body Conditioning, 

d American Folk Dance. 

School 10, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's physical education activity course 

lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

ccer, Tumbling, Football, Weight Training, Badminton, 

seball, Basketball, Fencing, Body Conditioning, and 

wling. 

School 11, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a good score in Sub-area B - Physical 

ucation Activities. This good rating was due to the 

hool's physical education activity course selection. 

tivity courses that were offered included: Swimming, 

ccer, Tumbling, Badminton, Physical Fitness, Tennis, 

eative Rhythms, and American Folk Dance. 

School 12~ a private institution of higher education, 

ceived a fair score in Sub-area B - Physical Education 

tivities. This fair rating was due to a lack of 
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fficient physical education activity courses. Activity 

urses that were offered included: Swimming, Body 

chanics, Social Dance, Golf, Tennis, Modern Dance, 

wling, and Body Conditioning. 

School 13, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's physical education activity course 

lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

ccer, Speedball, Handball, Football, Track and Field, 

chery, Badminton, Golf, Tennis, and Bowling. 

School 14, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received a poor score in Sub-area B - Physical 

ucation Activities. This poor rating was due to a lack 

any physical education activities in the physical 

ucation curriculum. 

School 15, a state supported institution of higher 

ucation, received an excellent score in Sub-area B -

ysical Education Activities. This excellent rating was 

e to the school's physical education activity course 

lection. Activity courses that were offered included: 

estling, Weight Training, Track and Field, Archery, 

dminton, Physical Fitness, Social Dance, Self Defense, 

lf, and Modern Dance. 

There was a definite trend of weakness related to 

e number and breadth of activity and technique courses 

fered. Team sports, individual and recreational sports, 
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mnastics, and rhythmic activities were not offered in a 

riety. A point of interest was that several of the 

hools did not have a swimming pool, but still offered 

quatics in the physical education curriculum through 

e means of their local community recreational swimming 

cilities. 

Summary of the Findings 

In analyzing the total score card it was found that 

hool number seven had the highest percent of attainment 

th 77.2 percent, and that two schools equalled or tran-

ended the adequate level for the total evaluation. 

rthermore, the mean percent of attainment for this 

udy was 48.9 percent with scores ranging from a high 

77.2 percent to a low of 15.7 percent. Sauter con-

cted a similar study in 1957, with a similar score card 

d established a mean percent of attainment in four-year 

hools of 64.7 percent. 1 Dollgener, who also conducted 

similar study in 1965 in four-year schools in Indiana, 

ed a similar score card to the one used in this study 

2 d obtained a mean percent of attainment of 67.9. It 

1waldo Sauter, "An Evaluation of the Undergraduate 
ofessional Preparation in Physical Education for Men in 
lected Colleges and Universities in Indiana," (Doctoral 
ssertation, Indiana University, 1957). 

2Robert J. Dollgener, "Critical Appraisal of a 
lected Score Card for Evaluation of Undergraduate 
ofessional Programs in Physical Education," (unpub • 
• D. dissertation, University of Indiana, 1965). 
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uld seem, by observation, that the mean percent of 

tainment for Oklahoma's junior colleges was much lower 

terms of those found in the Indiana investigations of 

ur-year institutions. Although, this lower mean per

nt of attainment for Oklahoma's junior colleges should 

expected due to the fact that the score card used in 

is study was developed primarily for four-year insti

tions of higher education. 

Finally, each of the ten score card areas was ana

zed by a close and careful appraisal of their various 

b-areas and comments about strong and weak item re

onses were presented. 

ea I - General Institutional and 

partmental Practices. 

In Area I it was found that fourteen of the fifteen 

hools were inadequate. The mean attainment was 43.9 

rcent with scores ranging from seventy-five percent to 

neteen percent. Institutional strength was indicated 

the following sub-areas: "General Practices" and 

rofessional Accreditment. 11 Finally, all schools were 

akin the sub-area entitled "Admission." 

ea II - Staff Standards 

In Area II it was found that all fifteen schools 

corded unsatisfactory scores. The area mean was 43.9 

rcent with scores ranging from sixty-four percent to 
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1 percent. Sub-areas that were generally weak included: 

1mber" and "Qualifications in their Major Field." 

:!a III - The Teaching Act 

In Area III it was found that four of the fifteen 

~titutions were inadequate. The area mean was 58.1 per-

1t with scores ranging from ninety-five percent to twenty

re percent. The only sub-area that received generally 

,d responses included: "Personality of the Instructor." 

~ sub-areas that were considered inadequate included: 

raluation," "Technique", and "Planning." 

~a IV - Service Program and 

:ended Curriculum 

In Area IV it was found that fourteen of the fifteen 

1ools had scores that were poor. The area mean was 47.3 

~cent with attainment ranging from seventy-five percent 

nine percent. Sub-areas indicating extreme weakness 

~e "Service Program" and "Intercollegiate Athletics." 

)Oint of interest was that only one of the schools did 

)lay a full-time team physician and no school employed 

1ualified athletic trainer. 

~a V - Student Ser~ices 

In Area V it was found that all fifteen schools were 

td~quate. The area mean was 25.6 percent with attain

it ranging from seventy-three percent to .OS percent. 



1 sub-areas indicated weak responses on the score card 

ems. 

ea VI - Library - Audio-Visual 

In Area VI it was found that ten of the fifteen in

itutions were inadequate. The area mean was 65.3 per~ 

nt with attainment ranging from ninety-four percent to 

venteen percent. In the Sub-division - Library - the. 

b-area relating to "General Features" was considered 

equate. All other sub-areas indicated weak score card 

sponses. A point of interest was that no school had 

er 50,000 volumes in their library. 

ea VII - Supplies and Equipment 
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In Area VII it was found that fourteen of the fifteen 

hools were considered to have recorded unsat~sfactory 

tal scores. The area mean was 41.2 percent With at

inment ranging from eighty-nine percent to .o~ percent. 

1 sub-area responses were considered inadequate in the 

ea VII. A point of interest was that research and 

asurement equipment was seldom found in the physical 

ucation departments. 

~a VIII - Indoor Facilities 

In Area VIII it was found that three of the fifteen 

hools were inadequate. The area mean was 43.8 percent 

th attainment ranging from ninety percent to zero percent. 



1 sub-areas were considered having weak score card re

onses. 

ea IX - outdoor Facilities 
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In Area IX it was found that thirteen of the fifteen 

stitutions were unsatisfactory. The area mean was 42.6 

rcent with attainment ranging from eighty-five percent 

zero percent. Once more, all sub-areas received weak 

sponses. 

ea X - Professional Curriculum 

licies and Practices 

In Area X it was found that eight of the fifteen in

itutions were unsatisfactory. The area mean was 49.0 

LCent with attainment ranging from eighty percent to 

neteen percent. All sub-areas were considered having 

ak score card responses, except for some isolated cases. 

point of interest was that only one school offered In

oduction to Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 

the physical education curriculum. 

This analysis disclosed that eight institutions did 

t score above the mean in any of the ten score card 

eas. Furthermore, two institutions failed to score 

ove any one area mean on score card items. Finally, 

~r schools scored above the area mean in all ten score 

t"d areas. 



CHAPTER V 

SUGGESTIONS FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT 

This chapter proposes suggestions that would improve 

Jse programs of the institutions that took part in this 

~luation. In order to properly stress the importance 

these suggestions each of the fifteen schools was 

~ated separately. 

After carefully analyzing and assessing the data that 

ce presented in Chapter IV, it seemed reasonable that 

Jgestions relevant to improving the ~arious programs 

,uld be made in two sections. First, suggestions that 

ce common to a majority of the institutions were listed 

general suggestions for program improvement. Second, 

:h institution was listed separately along with sug

stions for improving its program. 

General Suggestions for 

Program Improvements 

The following suggestions reflect areas, sub-areas, 

i items that were considered inadequate for a majority 

the fifteen schools participating in this study. 

1. The emphasis on Health, Physical Education, and 

:reation curricula should be increased rather than 

83 
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tercollegiate Athletics. 

2. Tests of physical fitness and motor skills should 

required of all entering students. 

3. The number of staff members in the physical edu

tion department should be increased so that the maximum 

ass enrollment would not exceed thirty-five students. 

4. The method of assigning the instructors• teaching 

ad should give them credit for administrative duties, 

ademic advising, extra-curricular duties, and committee 

ties. 

5. An evaluation program that voluntarily utilizes 

lf-evaluation and student evaluation techniques by the 

structors would be an excellent addition for all schools. 

6. The physical education departments should conduct 

annual self-evaluation of their total program. 

7. The service program should be improved to meet 

e needs of the respective programs. 

8. More and better recreational facilities should 

made available, and all institutions should take an 

tive interest in the development of a recreational pro-

am. 

9. The health service programs were extremely poor 

din urgent need of improvement or establishment. 

10. Additional housing should be made available, 

pecially for married students. 

11. There should be a broader range of physical 

~cation and related periodicals offered by the libraries. 
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12. Aerial darts, nets, and standards should be made 

iilable to men and women students and to faculty members 

cticipating in the physical education program* 

13~ Increase the number of handball courts and 

iash courts at all schools. 

14~ Provisions should be made for equipment drying 

,ms that are adjacent to the athletic dressing rooms-

15. Showers, lockers, soap and towels, and restroom 

:ilities should be made available to men and women 

1dents and to faculty members participating in the 

1sical education program. 

16. Outdoor facilities that are used for service 

~sses should be improved. 

17~ The intramural program should have access to 

1letic areas that are lighted for late afternoon games 

j have adequate seating available. 

18~ Intramural officials should be trained and paid. 

19. All students, varsity or intramural, should be 

~uired to pass a health examination before going into 

tive training for each sport season. 

20. The institution should provide the services of 

e school physician for its athletic teams. 

21. A full-time trained trainer and well equipped 

1ining room should be provided for the athletic teams. 

22. Audio-visual instructional materials should be 

~reased in numbers and up-dated in variety of physical 

ucation areas. 
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23. A bowling lane that is fully equipped should be 

1ilable to the school* 

24. Testing of acceptable motor skills and physical 

:ness should be required of all students. 

Suggestions for Improvement of 

Individual Schools 

The purpose of this section is to make specific sug

itions to individual institutions, excluding the sug

;tions made in the previous section, that would help 

)rove their present physical education programs. 

lOOl 1 

School 1 is a private school. It is ranked fourth in 

: study and scored below the area mean in one of the ten 

>re card areas. Specific suggestions for School 1 are 

follows: 

la The development of rhythmic activities for physi

. education students should be included in the physical 

1cation curriculum. 

2. Student leadership should be developed and uti

~ed in as many facets of college life as possible. 

3. An intramural handbook should be regularly pub

;hed that states the intramural philosophy, policies, 

:ivities, and current records. 

4. A planned program of in-service training for the 

1ff should exist. 
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5. The physical education department should possess, 

·ise, and make available to l instructors, for all 

lSSes, courses of study, syllabi, and lesson planso 

6. The institution should provide the services of 

least a part-time trainer, and full-time trainer if 

,sible .. 

7 Annual inspections and approvals of off-campus 

tsing should be made and enforced. 

8. The institution should make surveys to determine 

placement opportunities and secure pertinent infor

:ion about positions. 

9o The physical education department should be per

:ted to visit and recruit potential students. 

10. Experimenting with new methods of teaching should 

encouraged. 

11. Instructional materials, such as film strips, 

iels, charts, and graphics, should be available for 

in the physical education department. 

12 .. There should be a broader range of physical edu

:ion and related periodicals offered by the libraries. 

13. Additional sports supplies should include weight 

'ting equipment, wrestling mats and general research 

1ipment .. 

14. Outdoor fountains and toilet facilities should 

conveniently located for all participants and spec-

:ors. 

15. The intramural budget should be adequate to 
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~vide proper maintenance of outdoor areas. 

~ool 2 

School 2 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

~venth in this study and scored below the area mean in 

~ht of the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions 

~ School 2 are as follows: 

1. Student leadership should be utilized by permit-

1g students to serve on all types of institutional com-

ttees. 

2. Students should be required to pass some type of 

11 or written English examination. 

3. Testing of acceptable motor skills and physical 

tness should be required of all students. 

4. Adequate maintenance and sanitation personnel 

' 
,uld be provided at all times. 

5. A departmental committee should be established 

it would give continuous consideration to curriculum 

!ds. 

6. A well planned in-service training program should 

added to this physical education department. 

7. Extra-curricular duties should be assigned so as 

equalize staff responsibilities. 

8. Staff members should affiliate with and partici-

:e in the various levels of professional organizations. 

9. Sports supplies that should be acquired are as 

Llows: gymnastics apparatus, rhythmic apparatus, golf 
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1bs, golf balls, baseball equipment, tennis rackets and 

Lls, and lime markers and slaked lime. 

10. Courses of study, syllabi, or course outlines 

)uld be regularly up-dated for all classes. 

11. Self-evaluation and student-evaluation tech

~ues should be voluntarily applied by the instructors 

- their own use. 

12. The service program activities should offer a 

)ice of team sports, swimming, individual sports, dance, 

j gymnastics. 

13. An intramural handbook should be regularly pub

shed that includes the philosophy, policies, activities, 

i current records of the program. 

14. The intramural program activities should include 

~ide variety of individual, team, and carry-over sports. 

15. The institution should provide the services of 

)hysician for its athletic teams. 

16. Student services should provide more student 

jor clubs which orient and professionalize the students. 

17. A health center that is adequately equipped, 

~viced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

iilable for all students. 

18. The school should provide healthful and pleasant 

npus living conditions for students who choose to live 

campus housing. 

19. There should be a placement office for all 

iduates wishing to secure employment. 



20. Experimenting with new methods of teaching 

~uld be encouraged. 
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21. Audio-visual equipment and facilities need to be 

~roved. 

22. Heavy sports equipment related to combatives, 

~aratus, and aquatics are needed. 

23. Indoor and outdoor instructional areas should be 

veloped and improved. 

24. Intercollegiate athletic facilities should be 

veloped. 

1001 3 

School 3 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

irteenth in the study and scored below the area mean in 

~ht of the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions 

c School 3 are as follows: 

1. The institution should become ah active member of 

; national, state, or sectional athletic association. 

2. Students should pass a health examination before 

nission to school. 

3. The elimination of the unqualified students from 

! professional program should be based upon academic 

1nding, entrance examinations, general health, and 

:ulty rating. 

4. A curriculum committee should be established to 

re continuous consideration to curriculum needs, and an 

:ive program of in-service training should be regularly 



~ducted for all staff. 

s. Adequate maintenance and sanitation personnel 

~uld be provided at all times. 

6. The entire staff should consist of individuals 
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it have a master's degree in the field of their instruc

~nal duties. 

7. A planned program of in-service training should 

tst for staff. 

8. Extra-curricular duties should be assigned as to 

1alize staff responsibilities. 

9. Written policies concerning salaries, tenure, 

,motions, and leaves should be formulated and made 

iilable to all staff members. 

10. The inclusion of rhythmic activities for pro

ssional physical education students should be considered. 

11. Additional sports supplies should include foot

Ll, soccer, gymnastic and rhythmic equipment, table 

1nis tables, tennis rackets, volleyball nets, handballs, 

j badminton birds. 

12. Students should be oriented as to the purpose, 

Licies, and opportunities in the program. 

13. An intramural program should be developed. 

14. A swimming pool of proper size should be added 

the indoor facilities, which is accessible from the 

1•s and women's locker rooms and equipped to be used as 

:eaching station or for recreation. 

15. Outdoor courts, fields, water fountains, and 



oilet facilities are needed. 

16. The physical education departments should be 

ermitted to visit and recruit potential students. 

17. A full-time physician should be provided for 

very 500 to 1,000 students enrolled. 
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18. The institution should provide healthful and 

leasant campus living conditions for students who choose 

olive in campus housing. 

19. The institution should provide a placement 

ervice whereby prospective graduates or alumni can ob

ain information regarding job opportunities, salaries, 

tc. 

20. Experimenting with new methods of teaching 

hould be encouraged. 

21. The audio-visual department should teach a 

ourse in the use of audio-visual aids, improve their 

acilities, add staff members, and increase the amount of 

quipment available. 

22. Aerial darts, paddles, and nets should be avail

ble for class instruction. 

23. The physical education department should make 

rrangements with a local golf course for class instruc

ion. 

24. Weight lifting equipment should be purchased to 

eet the needs of the program. 

25. Stop watches should be available for class use. 

26. Areas for soccer, softball, touch football, and 



~lleyball should be developed to meet the needs of the 

~ogram. 

=hool 4 
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School 4 is a private school. It ranked fifth in the 

tudy and fell below the area mean in three areas on the 

=ore card. Specific suggestions for S.chool 4 are as 

~llows: 

1. Written policies concerning salaries, tenure, 

~omotion, and leaves should be formulated and made avail

ble to all staff members. 

2. A full-time staff member should be assigned as 

he head of the physical education department. 

3. Adequate time should be allotted for the adminis

~ator of the physical education division for constructive 

eadership. 

4. All teachers on the staff should hold at least a 

~ster•s degree. 

s. Staff members should be affiliated with their 

~propriate state and national professional organizations. 

6. Rhythmic activities should be included in the 

~ysical education program. 

7. The physical education department should possess, 

evise, and make available to all instructors for all 

lasses, courses of study, syllabi, and lesson plans. 

8. Student leadership should be developed and uti

ized in as many facets of college life as possible. 



9. Additional periodicals and annuals in physical 

:ducation and related fields should be expanded. 
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10. Classrooms should be equipped for use of audio

·isual aids. 

11. In sports supplies, additions should include 

living boards, one and three meter, moisture proof bulle

:in boards, flutter boards, and life-saving buoys. 

12. Adequate number of official handball and squash 

:ourts should be provided. 

13. Golf facilities should be available at a nominal 

ee for intramurals for men and women. 

:chool 5 

School 5 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

:hird in the study and recorded scores above the mean nine 

:imes in the ten areas of the score card. Specific sug

restions for School 5 are as follows: 

1. Students should pass health examinations before 

.dmission to school. 

2. Students intelligence quotient should meet a 

riven standard. 

3. Testing of acceptable motor skills and physical 

itness should be required of all students in the physical 

iducation program. 

4. Gymnastic activities should be developed to meet 

:his need in the physical education program. 

s. An intramural handbook should be published 
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·egularly and include the philosophy, policies, activitie.s, 

.nd current records of the program. 

6. Intramural officials should be trained and paid. 

7. The department of physical education should pro

·ide adapted physical extra-curricular .activities for 

:hose students who are handicapped. 

8. A health center that is adequ~tely equipped, 

erviced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

~ailable for all students. 

9. Instruction should be offered in the production 

.nd use of audio-visual aids for both teaching staff and 

tudents. 

10. An adequate number of official handball and 

quash courts should be developed to meet needs of the 

hysical education program. 

11. An adequate instructional-recreational swimming 

ool, properly located with respect to showers, should be 

eveloped for both men's and women's classes and extra

urricular activities. 

chool 6 

School 6 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

ighth in the study while scoring below the area mean on 

our of the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions 

or School 6 are as follows: 

1. The institution should be an accredited member 

fa recognized association of higher education 
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nstitutions. 

2. The stuqents should pass a health examination for 

dmission to school. 

3. Sports supplies should be increased for rhythms, 

andball, track and field, volleyball, and softball. 

4. Self-evaluation and student-evaluation techniques 

hould be voluntarily applied by the instructors for their 

~n use. 

5. All students should be required to undergo a 

ealth examination and receive a physician's permit before 

hey are permitted to participate in the physical educa

ion program. 

6. Intramural officials should be trained and paid. 

7. All students participating in the intercollegiate 

thletic programs should be required to pass a health 

~amination before going into active training. 

8. The institution should provide a part-time trainer 

or the athletic programs. 

9. A health center that is adequately equipped, 

erviced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

~ailable to all students. 

10. Separate housing should be provided for married 

tudents. 

11. Cost of housing should be moderate and offer a 

ange to suit individual needs. 

12. A full-time director of placement should be added 

o the school's administrative staff. 
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13. Space for library cubicles, work tables, open 

helves, and files should be adequate and properly lighted, 

eated, and ventilated. 

14* Sports supplies should be increased for gymnas 

nd rhythmic activitieso 

150 An adequate number of official handball and 

h courts should be developed to meet needs of the 

hysical education program. 

16$ A properly equipped training room adjacent to 

he team room should be developed. 

17. Courts, fields, and activity areas should be 

roperly oriented, graded, surfaced, and fenced. 

18. Popular major sports areas should be adequately 

ighted for late afternoon activity. 

chool 7 

7 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

irst in the study and recorded scores above the mean ten 

imes of the possible ten score card areas. Specific 

uggestions for School 7 are as follows: 

1. All teachers on the staff should hold at least a 

aster's degree. 

2. The physical education department should have an 

nnual self-evaluation on an objective basis. 

3. The institution should provide a professionally 

repared trainer. 

4. A health center that is adequately equipped, 



riced, maintained, and centrally located is to be 

Llable ±or all students. 

5. One or more faculty members should devote a major: 

tion of their time to follow-up services. 

6. Class instruction in bowling should be developed 

~eet needs of activities program. 

7~ Adequate instructional-recreational swimming pool, 

ground floor and properly located with respect to 

wers, should be developed both for rren's and women's 

sses and extra-curricular activities • 

. ool 8. 

School 8 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

·enth in this study and scored above the mean on seven 

the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions for 

1001 8 are as follows: 

1. Definite policies on salary, promotions, ar.d 

1ure should exist and be available. 

2. A policy pertaining to the elimination of un-

ilified physical education majors should be developed 

include academic standing, entrance examinations 1 

~eral health, and a faculty rating. 

3. Testing of acceptable motor skills and physical 

tness should be required of all students. 

4. A departmental committee should be established 

give continuous consideration to curriculum needs. 

5. Adequate maintenance and sanitation personnel 



ould be provided for all facilities. 

6 .. The faculty members should be encouraged by es

blished school policy to advance their academic status 

rough graduate study. 
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7~ Sports supplies should be added for rhythmic 

tivities, aerial darts, paddles, nets, golf, handballs, 

d s equipment. 

8. An intramural handbook should be regularly pub

shed and include the philosophy, policies, activities, 

d current records of the program~ 

9. A health center that is adequately equipped, 

,rviced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

ailable for all students. 

10. Costs of housing should be moderate and offer a 

.nge to suit individual needs& 

11 Instruction should be provided on the use of the 

brary,. 

12* Slides, films, and filmstrips in physical edu

.tion should be in adequate number for instruction~ 

Stop watches should be available for class and 

tramural activities* 

14. Adequate number of official handball and squash 

1urts should be developed to meet needs of the program~ 

hool 9 

School 9 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

,cond in this study and scored above the area mean in all 
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!n score card areas. Specific suggestions for School 9 

·e as follows: 

1. Departments and students should be represented 

t institutional policy making. 

2~ All teachers on the staff should hold at least 

Le master I s degree .. 

3. An intramural handbook should be regularly pub

.shed and should include the philosophy, policies, ac

.vities, and current records of the program. 

4. There should be a central placement office for 

.1 graduates and alumni wishing to secure employment. 

5. The general library should be centrally located. 

6. Slides, films, and filmstrips in physical edu

ttion should be in adequate numbers for class instruction. 

7. Tape and video recordings should be available. 

8. Rhythm, gymnastic, baseball, golf, softball, 

tble tennis, handball, and volleyball equipment are 

!eded as additional sports supplies. 

9. An 18-hole golf course with chipping and putting 

·eens should be available for class instruction. 

:hool 10 

School 10 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

1elfth in the study and scored below the area mean in 

~ven of the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions 

>r School 10 are as follows: 

1. A well formulated statement of institutional aims, 
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,jectives, and philosophy should be published and readily 

rail able .. 

2. Definite policies on salary, promotion, and 

inure should exist at the school. 

3$ A departmental committee should be established 

tat would give continuous consideration to curriculum 

4. Institution should make an effort to be an ac

:edited member of a recognized association of higher 

tucation institutions. 

5. The institution should be a member of its national, 

:ate, or sectional athletic association. 

6. Students should be required to pass some form of 

health examination before admission to school. 

7. A full-time staff member in the physical education 

ipartment should be assigned as the head of the physical 

!ucation department. 

8. The stenographic and clerical staff should be en

Lrged and adequate working space and conveniently located 

:orage space should be provided for them. 

9. All teachers of the staff should hold at least 

1e master's degree. 

10. Additional sports supplies should include gym

tstic, rhythmic, baseball, basketball, football, soft

tll, volleyball, and golf equipment. 

11. An intramural handbook should be regularly 

1blished and include the philosophy, policies, activities, 
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.d current records of the program. 

12. Intramural officials should be trained and paid. 

130 A health center that is adequately equipped 

,ould be serviced, maintained, and centrally located and 

·ailable for all students. 

14~ Separate housing should be provided for married 

:udents .. 

15. Instruction should be offered in the production 

Ld use of audio-visual aids. 

16. Weight lifting equipment and wrestling mats 

1ould be provided in numbers to meet instructional and 

ttramural needs .. 

17. Stop watches should be available for class and 

t tramural use .. 

18~ An adequate number of official handball and 

ruash courts should be developed to meet future needs of 

1e program .. 

19s Adequate instructional-recreational swimming 

,01, on ground floor and properly located with respect 

, showers, should be developed for classes and extra-

1rricular activities. 

20. }'ill 18-hole golf course with chipping and putting 

~eens should be developed for class instruction. 

21. A standard quarter mile track should be developed 

Lth proper fencing, drainage, and maintenance. 
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:hool 11 

School 11 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

Lxth in the study and scored below the area mean in one 

f the ten score card areas. Specific suggestions for 

:hool 11 are as follows: 

1. General departmental practices should be improved 

, include a printed statement of objectives, a policy 

~rtaining to elimination of unqualified major students 

1ich includes an entrance examination, a health report, 

1d a faculty rating, and a departmental committee that 

Lves continuous consideration to curriculum needs. 

2. Definite policies on salary, promotion, and 

~nure should exist and be made available. 

3. Adequate stenographic and clerical staff should" 

~ on a ratio of one to three with the teaching staff. 

4. An intramural handbook should be regularly 

1blished and include the philosophy, policies, activi

Les, and current records of the program. 

S. Intramural officials should be trained and. paid. 

6. A health center that is adequately equipped, 

~rviced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

railable for all students. 

7. Annual inspections and approvals of off-campus 

,using should be made. 

8. Slides, films, and filmstrips in physical edu-

1tion should be adequate in number for class instruction. 
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90 Class instruction in bowling should be made 

>ssible with adequate lanes and a reasonable variety of 

dghts of balls .. 

10. Wrestling mats should be provided in numbers to 

~et instructional and intramural needs. 

11.. Sports supplies are needed for rhythms zmd 

)Wling., 

12. An adequate number of official handball and 

1uash courts should be developed to meet program needs. 

13. A properly equipped training-room adjacent to 

1e team dressing room should be develc,ped .. 

:hool 12 

School 12 is a private school. It ranked tenth in 

1is study and scored below the area mean in eight of ten 

:ore card areas. Specific suggestions for School 12 are 

; follows: 

1. The institution should require students to main

lin at least a "C" average in all college work. 

2. The unqualified should be eliminated from the 

~ofessional physical education curriculum. 

3. A departmental committee should be established 

1at would give continuous consideration to curriculum 

~eds .. 

4. Staff members should affiliate with and partici

lte in the various levels of professional organizations. 

s. An adequate number of full-time staff members 
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1ould be assigned to the instruction duties of the physi

il education division .. 

6. Gymnastic and rhythmic activities should be in

Luded in the physical education curriculum. 

7. An intramural handbook should be regularly pub

Lshed and should include the philosophy, policies, activi

Les, and current records of the program. 

8. Intramural activities should be offered in a wide 

1riety of individual, team, and carry~over sports. 

9. Intramural officials should be trained and paid. 

10. Annual inspections and approvals of off-campus 

,using should be made. 

11. Current issues of periodicals and annuals should 

1clude: Camp_;i.ng, ~ First Aider, Journal of Physical 

1ucation, Outdoor Life, Parks and Recreation, Physical 

iucator 1 Recreation, Research Quarterl,.Y, Today's Health, 

1d Quest .. 

12. Instruction should be offered in the production 

1d use of audio-visual aids. 

13. Slides, films, and filmstrips in sports, rhyth

Lcs, gymnastics, and physical education should be ade-

1ate in number and for all instructors. 

14. Adequate charts, models 1 and graphics should be 

,ailable for classroom use. 

15. Class instruction for bowling should be made 

,ssible with adequate lanes and a reasonable variety of 

:dghts of balls. 
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16. Sports supplies that should be acquired are as 

ollows: aerial darts, badminton, volleyball, and wres

ling mats provided in numbers to meet instructional needs. 

17. An adequate number of official handball and 

quash courts should be developed to meet needs of physi

al education curriculum. 

e Adequate instructional-recreational swimming 

ool, on the ground floor and properly located with respect 

o showers, should be available for both men's and women•s 

lasses and extra-curricular activities. 

19. Golf facilities should be available at a nominal 

ee for men's and women's intramurals. 

chool 13~ 

School 13 is a state supported institution. It 

anked fifteenth in the study and fell below the area 

ean in all ten score card arease Specific suggestions 

or School 13 are as follows: 

10 Written policies concerning salaries, tenure, 

nd promotions should be formulated and made available to 

11 staff members. 

2. The institution should affiliate with their 

ational and sectional athletic association. 

3. The institution should consider initiating a 

hysical education curriculum and intercollegiate athletic 

rogram to include five or more sports. 

4. This institution should take active steps to 
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~velop the appropriate intercollegiate athletic facili

Les. 

s. A departmental committee should be established 

1at would give continuous consideration to curriculum 

~eds. 

6. A full-time staff member should be assigned as 

1e head of the physical education department. 

7. All teachers on the staff should hold at least 

1e master's degree in their teaching field. 

8. Student leadership should be developed and uti

Lzed in as many facets of college life as possible. 

9. The general budget should include finances, when 

~cessary, for general extra-curricular activities such 

s cultural, recreational, and educational experiences. 

10. Additional volumes in physical education and 

~lated fields should include textbook~ on curriculum,~ 

japtive physical education, athletic injuries, intra

ural officiating, rhythms, conditioning exercises, and 

~uatics. 

11. A swimming pool of proper size, accessible from 

en's and women's locker rooms, and equipped to be used 

s a teaching station and for recreation should be added 

o the indoor facilities. 

12. Outdoor courts, fields, water fountains, and 

oilet facilities are needed. 

13. Staff members should be affiliated with their 

ppropriate state or national special professional 
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Lganizations. 

14. Sports .supplies that are needed for future 

hysical education activities would include the following: 

aseball, basketball, football, softball, volleyball, 

~chery, badminton, bowling, golf, handball, tennis, 

~ack and field, wrestling, gymnastics, and rhythmic 

ports equipment. 

15. Development of intramural athletics under the 

irection of one man who is a member of the department 

taff and assigned as director of intramural activities. 

16. A health center should be considered that is 

jequately equipped, serviced, maintained, and centrally 

)cated, and available for all students. 

17. The institution should provide healthful and 

leasant campus living conditions for students. 

18. The audio-visual program needs more staff and 

etter facilities in which to work. 

19. A standard quarter mile track should be developed 

~at has proper fencing, drainage, and maintenance. 

:hool 14 

School 14 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

)urteenth in the study and fell below the area mean in all 

~n score card areas. Specific sugges~ions for School 14 

re as follows: 

1. Written policies concerning salaries, tenure, and 

remotion should be formulated and made available to all 
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taff members. 

2. The institution should affiliate with its national 

nd sectional athletic association. 

3. The institution should consider initiating a 

hysical education curriculum and intercollegiate athletic 

rogram to include five or more sports. 

4. The institution should plan to develop appropriate 

thletic facilities. 

s. A departmental committee should be established 

hat would give continuous consideration to curriculum 

eeds. 

6. All teachers on the staff should hold at least 

he master's degree in their teaching field. 

7. The general budget should include finances, when 

ecessary, for general extra-curricular activities such 

s cultural, recreational, and educational experiences. 

8. A swimming pool of proper size, accessible from 

en's and women's locker rooms, and equipped to be used 

s a teaching station and for recreation, should be 

dded to the indoor facilities. 

9. Staff members should be affiliated with their 

ppropriate state or national special professional or

anizations. 

10. Sports supplies are needed in all physical 

ducation activities. 

11. The institution should develop an intramural 

thletic program under the direction of one man who is a 
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ember of the department's staff and assigned as director 

f intramural activities. 

12. A health center should be considered that is 

dequately equipped, serviced, maintained, centrally 

ocated, and available for all students. 

13. The institution should provide healthful and 

leasant campus living conditions for students. 

14. The institution library should have 50,000 or 

ore volumes available for the students. 

15. The stenographic and clerica~ staff should be 

' nlarged and adequate working space anc: conveniently lo-

~ted storage space should be provided for them. 

16. Student leadership should be developed and 

tilized in as many facets of college life as possible. 

17. outdoor courts, fields, water fountains, and 

oilet facilities are needed. 

18. Recreational equipment should be made available 

o staff and students on a check-out basis. 

19. Audio-visual equipment and facilities need to 

~ improved. 

:hool 15~ 

School 15 is a state supported institution. It ranked 

inth in the study and scored below the area mean five 

irr.es out of the ten score card areas. Specific sug-

~stions for School 15 are as follows: 

1. The elimination of the unqualified students from 



he professional program should be based upon academic 

tanding, entrance examinations, general health, and 

aculty ratings. 
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2. A curriculum committee should be established to 

ive continuous consideration to curriculum needs and 

ctive programs of in-service training should be regu

arly conducted for the staff. 

3. Extra-curricular duties should be assigned as 

o equalize staff responsibilities. 

4. Outdoor courts, fields, water fountains, and 

oilet facilities are needed. 

5. A swimming pool of proper size, accessible from 

en's and women's locker rooms and equipped to be used as 

teaching station and for recreation, should be added to 

ndoor facilities. 

6. Prospective graduates and alumni should be in

ormed concerning job demands and salaries of job oppor

unities. 

7. Experimenting with new methods of teaching should 

e encouraged. 

8. Student leadership should be developed and uti

ized in as many facets of college life as possible. 

9. A health center that is adequately equipped, 

erviced, maintained, and centrally located should be 

vailable for all students. 

10. An adequate number of official handball and 

quash courts should be developed to meet needs of the 



,hysical education program. 

11. Campus housing should be provided for both 

tarried and unmarried students. 

12. There should be development of student major 

:lubs which orient and professionalize the students. 
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13. Popular major sports areas should be adequately 

.ighted for late afternoon activity. 

14. Slides, films, and filmstrips in physical edu~ 

:ation should be timely and adequate in number. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 

RECOI"IMENDATIONS 

This chapter reviews the purposes and procedures of 

:he investigation, summarizes its findings, draws con

:lusions and makes recommendations based upon the analysis 

>f the data .. 

Summary 

The purposes of this study were to determine the 

;tatus of the undergraduate pre-teacher preparation pro-

1rams in physical education in Oklahoma junior colleges, 

tnd to make recom.~endations for upgrading the weak por

:ions of the programs. Therefore, it was both necessary 

:o determine the rank order of the pre-teacher preparation 

.nstitutions in Oklahoma junior colleges that offered a 

}rogram in physical education and necessary to determine 

:he strong as well as the weak portions of each institu

:ion1s undergraduate teacher-preparation program in 

,hysical education. 

The first step in this process was to select which 

~xisting score card would best serve as the evaluation 

~nstrument. A review of the professional literature 
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~evealed the Bookwalter and Dollgener score card, A Score 

~ f.Q£. Evaluation .Qf. Undergraduate Professional Programs 

:E. Physical Education (Revised Edition), as the most ap

>ropriate data collecting instrument for this study. The 

~ookwalter and Dollgener score card was specifically 

:tructured to comprehensively evaluate physical education 

>rograms of undergraduate institutions, permit partial 

:ompliance to weighted score card items, and reveal scores 

.n ten areas pertinent to this study. 

The population for this study consisted of two-year 

:o-educational institutions in Oklahoma that offered 

:ransfer type programs in physical education. This group 

:onsisted of fifteen junior college institutions. 

The chairmen of seventeen respective departments of 

ihysical education were contacted by letter to determine 

:heir willingness to participate in this study. Fifteen 

:hairmen or spokesmen for the respective physical edu

:ation departments agreed to take part in the study by 

iermitting the investigator to personally visit the school, 

.nterview the chairman of the physical education depart-

1ent, and observe the school's facilities. In order to 

Lssure institutional anonymity, each school was assigned 

tn identification number that would be used throughout 

:he study. 

During the visit to each campus, a score card was 

:ompleted by recording the appropriate number of points 

or each item on the existing conditions, policies, 
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)ractices, and facilities of the various programs. 

A pilot application of the score card was conducted 

it Northern Oklahoma College. As a result of this appli

:ation it was evident that the investigator should per

ionally interview the librarian, housing director, 

idmission personnel, and the audio-visual department in 

,rder to obtain pertinent score card information of which 

:he chairmen of the departments of physical education 

~ight not be familiar. 

Upon completing the fifteen interviews, the score 

:ards were tabulated. Scores were obtained for each sub

trea and area. A total for each score card then was ob

:ained by summing up the points assigned to each. All 

~aw scores were converted to percent of attainment scores 

,y dividing the total points obtained by the total number 

>f points possible. The seventy-five percent of attain-

1ent criterion was arbitrarily established by the in

restigator as the criterion score for this study. 

'urthermore, all data were presented in tabular form as 

>ercent of attainment scores. 

Analysis of the tabulated score card data permitted 

>ertinent comments relevant to the strengths and weak-

1esses of the various educational programs. In analyzing 

:he total score card it was found two schools equalled or 

:ranscended the criterion score level for the total evalu

Ltion which was seventy-five percent or 750 of the 1,000 

>ossible points. The mean percent of attainment for this 
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study was 48.9 with scores ranging from a high of 77.2 

~ercent to a low of 15.7 percent. Sauter conducted a 

similar study in 1957, in Indiana. 1 With a similar score 

:ard, he established a mean percent of attainment in four-

~ear schools of 64.7 percent. Dollgener, who also con-

jucted a similar study in 1965, in four-year schools used 

~ similar score card to the one used in this study and 

2 ~btained a mean percent of attainment of 67.9. As 

~xpected, the mean percent of attainment for Oklahoma 

junior colleges was lower (19.0%) than those of the two 

?revious studies carried out in four-year higher education 

institutions, due to the fact that the score card was 

jeveloped to evaluate four-year institutions• physical 

education programs. 

Finally, each of the ten score card areas was 

~nalyzed by careful appraisal of their various sub-

~reas and comments about strong and weak item responses 

r1ere presented. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions were drawn from the findings 

1waldo Sauter, "An Evaluation of the Undergraduate 
?rofessional Preparation in Physical Education for Men in 
Selected Colleges and Universities in Indiana" (unpub. 
?h.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1957). 

2Robert J. Dollgener, "Critical Appraisal of a 
Selected Score Card for Evaluation of Undergraduate 
?rofessional Programs in Physical Education" ,(unpub. Ph.D. 
jissertation, University of Indiana, 1965). 
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>f this investigation: 

1. There was a wide variation among the junior 

:allege institutions in Oklahoma as to the quality of 

:heir undergraduate programs of pre-teacher preparation 

_n physical education as shown by the data in this study. 

2. Several institutions, because of the size of their 

;taff, teaching facilities, allocation of funds, and 

rarious institutional objectives were not adequately pre

>ared to offer an undergraduate pre-teacher education pro-

1ram in physical education of the caliber suggested by the 

Luthorities in this field. 

3. The top three schools in this study indicated 

;trong and weak points in all score card areas, but their 

>resent programs can be upgraded to the point of adequacy 

;uggested by this study. 

4. Institution-wide and intra-departmental annual 

~valuation was a process not generally utilized; there

=ore, the actual status of the various physical education 

:eacher education programs was only a matter of conjecture 

>rior to this study. 

5. Indoor and outdoor facilities were not adequate 

.n quality or quantity to permit a comprehensive program 

>f physical education. 

6. Student admissions requirements, institutional 

tnd departmental, were maintained at a minimal level. 

7. The institutional health service programs were 

ivident in name only in most schools and should be an item 
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~f major concern. 

8. The physical education curricula are completely 

inadequate in breadth or depth to furnish students with a 

working knowledge in this area of study. 

Author's Recommendations 

The following recommendations are the author's per

sonal viewpoints rather than observations made from the 

score card instrument used in this study. 

1. There is a widespread need for junior college 

libraries to increase their holdings to exceed 50,000 

volumes. 

2. There is a need for many chairmen of the various 

ohysical education departments to place less emphasis in 

the area of intercollegiate athletics and more professional 

interest in the physical education curriculum and related 

activities. 

3. There is a need for the larger two-year insti

tutions to make an active attempt to increase the number 

~f individuals with earned doctorates on the physical 

education staff. 

4. There is a widespread need for junior college 

physical education staff to become engaged in professional 

~rganizations and activities. 

5. Long range planning of educational curriculum 

and program needs should be considered by many junior 

:ollege physical education departments. 



Recommendations for Further Studies 

Based on the results of this study, the following 

recommendations for further studies are proposed: 
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1. Devise a score card that could be used by junior 

colleges for purposes of conducting a self-evaluation of 

their undergraduate pre-professional preparation program 

in physical education. 

2. Conduct a study that would develop a set of 

standards for admitting students into the undergraduate 

pre-professional preparation programs in physical education 

3. Conduct a study to determine the success or lack 

of success that the physical education graduates from 

Oklahoma pre-teacher education programs have achieved in 

the field of physical education. 
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APPENDIX A 

UNDERGRADUATE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 

IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Evaluation Summary 

Score Card Area and Sub-areas 

I. General Institutional and 
Departmental Practices 

Points 
Poss. 

A. General Policies 24 
B. Professional Affiliations 

and Accreditment 12 
c. Admissions 22 
D. General Departmental 

Practices 22 

II. Staff Standards 

A. Number 
B. Qualifications in their 

Major Field 
C. Experience 
D. Teaching Load 
E. Professional Status 

III. The Teaching Act 

A. Personality of the 
Instructors 

B. Planning 
c. Teaching Techniques 
D. Evaluation 

1?~ 

120-

30 

22 
20 
26 
22 

90 

20 
18 
35 
17 

Points 
Earned 



IV. Service Program and Extended 
Curriculum 90 

A. Service Program 30 
B. Intramural Program 26 
c. Intercollegiate Athletics 20 
D. Recreational Activities 14 

v. Student Services 120 

A. Recruitment, Selection, 
Guidance, and Counseling 20 

B. Health Services 36 
c. Housing for Students 14 
D. Placement 20 
E. Follow-up and In-service 

Education 30 

VI. Library - Audio-Visual 

A. Library 
1. General Features 15 
2. Library Service 8 
3. Books and Pamphlets 17 
4. Periodicals and Annuals 14 

B. Audio-Visual Aids 
1. General Features 10 
2. Instructional Materials 10 
3. Equipment and Facilities 16 

VII. Supplies and Equipment 

A. General Practices 
B. Supplies 
c. Equipment 

VIII. Indoor Facilities 

80 

13 
29 
38 

110 

A. General Features 13 
B. Administrative 23 
c. Instructional - Recreational 42 
D. Service 32 

124 



IX. Outdoor Facilities 90 

A. General Features 23 
B. Facilities for Service and 

Professional Technique 
Courses 27 

c. Intramural Facilities 18 
D. Intercollegiate Athletic 

Facilities 22 

x.• Professional Curriculum 
Policies and Practices __llQ_ 

A. Theory Courses 60 
B. Physical Education Activities 70 

Total Program Points Earned 

• Author's addition to Score Card 
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A SCORE CARD FOR EVALUATING 

UNDERGRADUATE PROFESSIONAL 

PROGRAMS IN PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 

Total Points Possible 19.Q.Q. 

I. General Institutional and 

Departmental Practices 

A. General Policies pts. 24 

1. A well formulated statement of in
stitutional aims, objectives, and 
philosophy is published and readily 
available. 
Statement of philosophy (1), 
Statement of aims and/or ob
jectives (2), Fully met (3). 

3 ( ) 

2. All departments or schools 3 ( ) 
cooperate for courses and leader-
ship. 
All but two or three (1), All but 
one (2), All departments involved (3). 

3. Departments or schools and students 3 ( ) 
are represented in institutional 
policy making. 
Occasionally (1), Frequently (2), 
Regularly (3). 

4. Definite policies on salary, pro- 4 ( ) 
motion, leaves, and tenure exist 
and are available. 
Salary only (1), Salary and One (2), 
Salary and two (3), All Available (4). 
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5. A minimum number of credit hours is 
required for graduation. 
120 to 124 hours (1), 125 to 129 
hours (2), 130 hours or more (4). 

6. The institution requires the 
student to maintain at least a "C" 
average in all college work. 
Based on credits passed (2), Based 
on credits taken (4). 

7. A minimum of two years (60 hours) 
is required in residence for the 
baccalaureate. 
One year (2), Two years (3). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Professional Affiliations and 

Accreditment 

1. Institution is an accredited 
member of a recognized 
association of higher 
educational institutions. 
State conference, Regional, 
and NCATE. 
NCATE (2), plus Regional (4), 
All ( 5). 

2. The institution is approved by 
the state department of edu
cation, for training physical 
education teachers in public 
schools. 
Temporary or probation (2), 
Pully approved (4). 

3. The institution is a member of 
its national, state, or sectional 
athletic association. 
National (1), National and one (2), 
All (3). 1 

Sub area points earned 
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4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

pts. 12 

5 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

3 ( ) 



c. Admissions pts. 22 

1. The student must have character 5 ( 
references, present a record of 
graduation from an accredited high 
school for admission, and pass 
entrance examination. 
Character references (1), Plus 
graduation (2), Plus accredited 
high school graduation (3), 
Plus entrance examination (5). 

2. Student must pass the health 6 C ) 
examinations. 
Family physician (2), Institu
tional form by family physician (4), 
By school physician (6). 

3. Students• intelligence quotient 
must meet a given standard. 
I.Q. of 100 to 111 (2), or 112 
to 115 (4), of 116-up (6), OR, 
upper 50% of class (2), Upper 
33% (4), Upper 20% (6). 

6 ( ) 

4. Students must pass an oral or 5 ( 
written English examination. 
Oral (1), Written (3), Both (5). 

Sub area points earned 

D. General Departmental Practices pts. 22 

1. A statement of objectives for the 3 ( ) 
department is published and avail-
able. 
Temporary form (1), Printed form (2), 
Printed in departmental publi-
cation (3). 

2. Objectives sought include organic, 4 ( ) 
skill, intellectual, and pro-
fessional development. 
Intellectual and one other (1), 
Intellectual and two others (2), 
All (4) • 
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3. Testing of acceptable motor skills 5 ( ) 
and physical fitness is required 
of all.students. 
Professional students, both (1), 
Plus service program, either (3), 
Fully met (5). 

4. The unqualified are eliminated from 5 ( ) 
the professional physical education 
curriculum. 
Academic (1), By entrance exams (3), 
Plus general health and faculty 
rating (5). 

5. A departmental committee gives 5 ( ) 
annual (2) or continuous (5) 
consideration to curriculum needs. 

Sub area points earned 

II. Staff Standards 

A. Number pts. 30 

1. A full time staff member is assigned 4 ( ) 
as the head of the physical educa-
tion department or school with his 
instruction and research limited. 
Half-time administration (1), 
20% teaching or research (2), 
10% or less to teaching and/or 
research (4). 

2. Adequate time is allotted for the 4 ( ) 
administrator of the professional 
physical education division for 
constructive leadership. 
Half-time administration (1), 
30% teaching or research (2), 
20% or less to teaching and/or 
research (4). 

3. An adequate number of full time 7 ( ) 
staff members is assigned to the 
instruction duties of the recom-
mended curriculum for the pro-
fessional physical education 
division. 
Five members (3), 6 to 8 (5), 
9 or more members (7). 
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4. Staff members are adequate to 5 ( ) 
maintain proper class size (not 
over 35 in a class; special 
classes in proportion). 
Eighty percent of classes 35 or 
less (1), 90% of classes 35 or 
less (3), All classes less than 
35 { 5). 

5. Adequate stenographic and clerical 5 ( ) 
staff are provided to properly 
expedite correspondence, test 
construction, reports, mimeo-
graphing, and the like. 
One secretary to 7 staff (1), 
1 to 5 staff (3), 1 to 3 staff (5). 

6. Adequate maintenance and sanitation 5 C ) 
personnel are provided at all times. 
Fair maintenance (1), Good (3), 
Excellent (5). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Qualifications in Their 

Major Field pts. 22 

1. The majority of the professional 5 ( ) 
physical education staff holds 
the doctoral degree. 
25% hold doctorate (1), 33% {3), 
More than 50% (5). 

2. All teachers on the staff hold at 5 ( ) 
least the master's degree. 
50% (1), 75% (3), All (5). 

3. All of the staff hold a bachelor's 4 ( ) 
degree with a major in the field of 
their instructional duties. 
66% (1), 75% (2), All (4). 

4. Faculty members, especially those 4 ( ) 
with a baccalaureate or master's 
degree, are stimulated to systemati-
cally advance by graduate study and 
travel. 
One incentive (1), Salary and pro
motion (2), Salary, Promotion, and 
leaves (4). 
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5. The head of the school or department 4 ( ) 
holds a doctor's degree with a major 
in this field. 
Master's (1), Directorate or equiva
lent degree (2), Doctorate (4). 

Sub area points earned 

C. Exoerience pts. 20 

1. Most of the instructional staff 
have taught in their field in the 
secondary and/or elementary level. 
33% (1), 50% (2), 75% or more (4). 

2. Methods teachers have taught at 
least 2 years in the public 
schools in the area of their 
methods courses. 
2 years (1), 3 - 4 years (2), 
5 years or more (4). 

3. Consultants or supervising teachers 
have had a minimum of 5 years 
teaching experience at the level 
and in subject which they super-
vise. 
3 years (1), 4 years (2), 5 
years or more (4). 

4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

4. There is a diversity of 4 ( ) 
institutions in which the 
faculty members have earned 
their degrees. 
Not over 33% from one institution (1), 
Not over 20% (2), not over 10% (4). 

5. A planned program of in-service 4 ( ) 
training for the staff exists. 
Occasional meetings (1), Regular 
meetings (2), Extension work en-
couraged and department meetings (4). 

Sub area points earned 
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D. Teaching Load pts. 26 

1. Administrative, academic advising, 4 ( ) 
personal counseling, research, 
assigned non-instructional, and 
committee duties are considered 
in determining teaching load. 
Any two of the above (1), Any 
four of the above considered (2), 
All properly balanced (4). 

2. The teacher load for each instructor 4 ( ) 
is low enough to permit adequate 
preparation and teaching. (Total 
40 hours). 
Teaching load is average (1), 
Teaching load plus extra-curricular 
load average (3), Total load is well 
balanced (4). 

3. Teacher hours per week do not exceed 5 ( ) 
15 academic or 20 activity hours per 
week. 
Academic not over 17 hours, or 
activity over 24 or equivalent 
combination (1), 16 academic or 
22 activity or equivalent (3), 
15 academic or 20 activity or 
equivalent (5). 

4. Not over three hours of academic 
instruction are assigned any day. 
Five hours daily of any instructor 
rarely (1), 4 hours maximum (2), 
3 hours only (4). 

5. Extra-curricular duties are 
assigned so as to equalize staff 
responsibilities. 
Fairly good balance (1), Good 
balance (2), Excellent balance (4). 

6. Student teaching supervisors 
have equitable student and duty 
assignments. 

!· i ,,.:5 student teachers per super
visor week (2), 3 per full
time supervisor week (5). 

Sub area points earned 

4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

5 ( ) 
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• Professional Status pts • 22 

1. Staff .members are affiliated with 3 ( ) 
their appropriate state and/or 
national special professional 
organizations. 
33% (1), 50% (2), 75% or more (3). 

2. Staff members attend, hold office, 3 ( ) 
and otherwise contribute to the 
meetings and conventions of their 
organizations. 
33% active (1), 50% active (2), 
75% or more active (3). 

3. Staff members participate in community 3 ( ) 
agencies and enterprises. 
50% participate (1), 66% partici
pate (2), 80% or more participate (3). 

4. The professional staff participates 4 { ) 
regularly in publications and 
research. 
25% publish (1), 33% publish (2), 
50% or more publish (4). 

s. Department or school full-time 3 ( ) 
staff members are given the equitable 
salaries, ranks, and tenures in 
keeping with other departments. 
Salaries only (1), Salaries and 
rank (2), All three appropriate (3). 

6. Within the department, staff 3 ( ) 
members are given salaries, ranks, 
and tenures equitable to their 
training, experience, anti service. 
Equitable to many (1), to most (2), 
To all (3). 

7. General participation in campus 3 ( ) 
activities and committee work is 
comparable with other departments. 
Fair participation (1), Good or 
average,(2), Excellent (3). 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 
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III The Teaching Act 

& Personality of the Instructors pts.. 20 

1 .. The teachers are emotionally 
mature, friendly, and con
siderate, but maintain proper 
respect and class morale. 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (1), 1-2 exceptions, not over 
10% (2), No exceptions (3). 

3 ( ) 

2 .. The teachers evidence a thorough 4 ( ) 
and organized knowledge of their 
subjects .. 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (1), 1-2 exceptions, not over 10% 
(2), No exceptions (4). 

3a The teachers have a sense of humor, 3 ( ) 
are enthusiastic about their sub-
jects, and enjoy teaching. 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (1), 1-2 exceptions, not 
over 10% (2), No exceptions (3). 

4. The teachers are interested in and 4 ( ) 
understand students and their 
growth .. 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (1), 1-2 exceptions, not 
over 10% (2), No exceptions (4). 

5. The speech of the instructors 3 ( ) 
is properly modulated, clear, 
pleasant, and without 
mannerisms., 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (1), 
1-2 Exceptions, not over 
10% {2), No exceptions (3)~ 

6@ The personal appearance of 
teachers is neat and actions are 
pleasing .. 
Several exceptions, not over 
20% (2), No exceptions (3). 

Sub area points earned 

3 ( ) 

4 



.. Planning 

1. Courses of study, syllabi, or 
course outlines are used for all 
classes in the department$ 
50% (1), 66% (3), 75% or more (5)~ 

2~ There is evidence that the courses 
and syllabi are regularly revised 
and are up to date. 
50% (1), 66% (2), 75% or more (3). 

3. Where appropriate, courses are 
organized on the unit basis wi tr; 
purposes, topical outlines, and 
guiding questions available. 
50% (1), 75% (2), All (3) .. 

4. There is evidence that daily 
lessons are planned and that 
teachers are prepared to teach 
them .. 
Some (1), A great deal (2). 

5. Instruction involves the inte
gration of pertinent related 
fields .. 
Several courses (1), Organized 
departmental efforts (2). 

6. Classes are regularly met in all 
instances or capable substitutes 
assigned .. 
Not over 4 or 5 exceptions 
annually (1), Not over 2 or 3 
exceptions annually (2), No 
exceptions (3) .. 

Sub area points earned 

• Teaching Techniques 

1. Assignments are definite, clear, 
of reasonable length, and 
purposeful. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (4) .. 
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5 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

pts. 35 

4 ( ) 



2 .. Teachers are able to explain and 3 ( 
clarify difficult or ambiguous 
aspects of their courses. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (3) .. 

3. The instruction emphasizes 
synthesis and interpretation 
rather than reiteration. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (4) .. 

4 .. Group and individual projects are 
used which promote creative effort 
and problem solving. 
Occasionally {1), Commonly (2). 

4 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

5. Adequate scope and appropriate use 5 ( 
of such methods as lecture, dis-
cussion, panels, projects, resource 
people, field trips, reading assign
ments, and testing exist. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (3), 
Excellent (5),. 

6. Discussion, permitting disagreement 
and defense of positions taken is 
encouraged. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (3) .. 

7. There is effective and appropriate 
use of varied audio-visual aids. 
Acceptable (1), Good (2), 
Excellent (3) .. 

8. Instructional methods, while geared 
to the average level, provide for 
the exceptional students. 
Frequently (1), Usually (2), 
Always (4) .. 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

9. Controllable conditions of light, 3 
temperature, ventilation, and 
acoustics are properly maintained. 
Several exceptions (1), Usually (2), 
Always { 3) .. 
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10. Student leadership is developed 
and utilized, especially in 
technique courses~ 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (4) .. 

Sub area points earned 

, .. Evaluation 

1* Self-evaluation and student
evaluation techniques are 
voluntarily applied by the 
instructors for their own 
use,. 
Occasionally (1), Frequently (2), 
Regularly (3) .. 

4 ( ) 

ots .. 17 

3 ( ) 

2@ Measurement and evaluation in 3 C 
classes are based on the ob-
jectives sought. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (3) .. 

3. Examinations are given at regular 2 ( 
intervals during the courses-
50% (1), A few exceptions (2). 

4. Examinations are enhanced by 
preview and are themselves 
educational experiences. 
Acceptable (1): Well done (2). 

2 { ) 

5. There is evidence that care is 2 ( 
used in developing and improving 
examinations .. 
Some (1), Much (2). 

6. Marking procedures are just, 
follow sound educational 
practices, and over a period 
of time approximate the 
normally expected distribution. 
Acceptable (1), Well done (2), 
Excellent (3). 

3 ( ) 
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7. The department has a total self
evaluation on an objective basis. 
Within last 5 years (1), 
Annually ( 2),. 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

IV& Service Program and 
Extended Curriculum 

2 ( ) 

\~ Service Program pts. 30 

1$ Students are oriented as to the 
purposes, policies, and oppor
tunities in the program. 
During orientation week (1), 
In an orientation course (2). 

2. Number of years required for 
service program. 
One year's requirement for all 
students (1), Two or more 
years (2) .. 

3. Number of days per week required 
for service program. 
'rwo days (1), Three days (2), 
Four or more days (3). 

49 The course of study is formulated 
by: students, staff and director 
cooperatively participating (3); 
staff and director (2); or by 
individual teacher constructing 
his own ( 1) .. 

2 ( 

2 ( 

3 ( 

3 ( 

s .. Activities offer choice of team sports, 3 { 
swimming, individual sports, dance, 
and gymnastics., 
Two or three areas (1), Four areas (2), 
All five (3) .. 

6. Opportunities exist for instruction 
in coeducational activities. 
Occasional ( 1), Frequent ( 2). 

2 { 

) 

) 

) 

) 
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7. Courses are offered for beginning, 2 C ) 
intermediate, and advanced levels. 
Two levels (1), three levels (2). 

8. The program includes adapted 3 ( ) 
physical education for those 
individuals who are physically 
handicapped temporarily or 
permanently. 
Within the class (1), special 
class (2), Both (3). 

9. Written lesson plans are used for 2 ( ) 
the service program. 
2/3 or more of the teachers (1), 
All teachers (2). 

10. Tests or records used as one basis 2 < ) 
for credit include: knowledge and 
understanding, skills, attitudes, 
fitness, and hygiene. 
At least knowledge and skills (1), 
Plus one more (2). 

11. (a) Athletes are excused from 2 ( ) 
physical education class only 
during season (1), 
(b) Athletes are not excused 
from physical education (2). 

12. Being a veteran (under 25), in 2 ( ) 
military, band, or in athletics, 
credit is not substituted for 
physical education. 
None allowed. 

13. In the program requirement: the 2 ( ) 
credit counts toward graduation (1), 
Plus the grades are used in honor 
point rating (2). 

Sub area points earned 

~. Intramural Program 

1. Intramurals are recognized as a 
part of physical education and 
are organized as a part of that 
department or division. 
Facilities and equipment provided 
(1), Plus under department 
management (2). 

pts. 26 

2 ( ) 
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2. Intramural athletics are centralized 3 ( ) 
under one man who is a member of the 
department staff and assigned as 
director of intramural activities. 
As a sponsor (1), As a director (3). 

3. A widely representative coordinating 2 ( 
committee of students and staff helps 
formulate intramural policies. 
Students only (1), Staff also (2). 

4. An intramural handbook is regularly 3 ( ) 
published and includes the 
philosophy, policies, activities, 
and current records of the program. 
Mimeographed sheets (1), Printed 
pamphlet (2), Fully met (3). 

5. All students are required to undergo 2 ( ) 
the health examination and receive 
the physician's permit before they 
are permitted to participate in the 
program. 
By family doctor (1), By school 
health center (2). 

6. Participants in the intramural 3 ( } 
program include at least : 
25% to 49% (1), 50% to 74% (2), 
75% or more of the students (3). 

7. Intramural athletics are financed 2 ( ) 
by: a fee system (1), a budget with 
funds appropriated by the institution 
for physical education (2). 

8. Intramural activities are offered 3 ( ) 
in a wide variety of individual, 
team, and carry-over sports 
(softball, basketball, touch 
football, track and field, golf, 
swimming, tennis, wrestling, and 
volleyball). 
At least ten (1), 11 - 15 (2), 
16 or more (3). 

9. The program includes the use of 2 ( ) 
professional students as managers 
or officials (1), both (2). 



10. The intramural sports are taught 
in the service program. 
Half (1), 2/3 or more (2). 

11. Intramural officials are trained 
and paid. 
One (1), Both (2). 

Sub area points earned 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

:. Intercollegiate Athletics pts. 20 

1. All students participating in 3 ( ) 
the program are required to pass 
a health examination before going 
into active training. 
Annual examination (1), Exami
nation before each sport season (3). 

2. All physical activities including 3 { ) 
intercollegiate athletics are 
centered in one department, under 
one man designated as director of 
physical education or chairman of 
the department. 
Director of athletics is in charge 
of physical education (1), Chairman 
of physical education department is 
the athletic director (2), Director 
of athletics is subordinate to 
chairman of the physical education 
department (3). 

3. Athletic coaches are employed on 2 ( ) 
full time basis and render capable 
assistance in other phases of 
physical education {such as required 
service courses, intramurals, and 
professional courses). 
Coaches coach full time and teach when 
possible (1), Hired as teacher and 
coach with teaching load commen:-
surate with coaching duties (2). 
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4. All athletic monies including gate 
receipts are considered as school 
fund~, and centralized with the 
other funds of the institution, 
with the university or college 
treasurer. 
Money pooled in general physical 
education and athletic budget for 
use of any part of the program (1), 
Fully met as above (2). 

2 ( ) 

5. Intercollegiate athletics are 2 ( ) 
financed as far as possible from general 
funds appropriated for that purpose and 
from endowments. 
Deficits covered by the school (1), 
Financed from general funds (2). 

6. The institution provides the 2 ( ) 
services of a physician for its athletic 
teams. 
Local doctor on call (1), School 
physician provided (2). 

7. The institution provides a pro
fessionally prepared trainer. 
Part time trainer (1), Full 
time trainer (2), Full time 
trainer with professional 
preparation (3). 

8. The program includes: team sports 
and a variety of individual and 
dual sports (carry-over). 
Six sports (1), 7 - 9 sports (2), 
10 or more sports (3). 

Sub area points earned 

). Recreational Activities 

1. The institution provides social 
and physical activities for all 
students. 
Limited provision (1), Good 
provision (2), Excellent (3). 

2. The institution provides finances 
for supporting general extra
curricular activities. 
Paitially (1), Completely (2). 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

pts. 14 

3 ( ) 

2 ( ) 
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3. The institution provides cultural 
student activities on campus such 
as op~ra, theatre, lectures, music, 
dance, et cetera~ 
Some variety (1), Much variety (2). 

4. The department of physical edu
cation provides opportunity for 
co-recreational activities. 
Two or 3 activities (1), 4 - 6 
activities (2), 7 or more 
activities (3). 

5. The department of physical edu
cation provides adapted physical 
extracurricular activities for 
those students who are handicapped. 
Some provision (1), Good pro
vision (2). 

6. A recreational council including 
student representatives aids in 
program planning. 
Limited representation (1), 
Broad representation of faculty 
and students (2). 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

V. Student Services 

~. Recruitment, Selection, Guidance, 

and Counseling 

1. Faculty visitation, provision 
for visitations on the campus 
by interested students, and 
alumni references recruit 
potential professional students. 
One point each. 

2. There are student major clubs 
which orient and professionalize 
the students. 
General Professional (1), Plus 
special professional (2), Plus 
for men and/or women (3). 
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3. A complete cumulative record is 
maintained for every student, 
and utilized in counseling. 
Maintained (1), Readily 
available (2), Regularly 
utilized (3). 

4. Provision is made for personal 
counseling through divisional 
or departmental counselors and 
professional counseling 
services .. 
Either one (1), Both (3). 

5. There are at least three con
ferences with advisors each semes
ter .. 
One conference (1), Two (2), 
three or more conferences (3). 

6. There is participation of the 
students with the staff in the 
diagnostic interpretation of 
standardized tests and class 
evaluation. 
Students may request (1), 
Students encouraged to do so (2), 
Scheduled conferences are set up (3). 

3 ( ) 

3 { ) 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

7. The institution maintains an 2 ( 
employment, scholarship, and student 
loan program to aid students. 
Scholarships and student loan (1), 
Plus employment (2). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Health Services 

1. A health center that is adequately 
equipped, serviced, maintained, and 
centrally located is available for 
all students .. 
Adequate center (required for any 
points) (3), Equipment (2), 
Desirable location (1). 

pts. 36 

6 { ) 
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2. A complete health record is kept 
of~· student throughout his 
college life. 
Record kept (1), Plus functions 
in other services (2), Plus up
to-date (3). 

, 3. The institution has a working 
agreement with a local hospital 
to handle emergencies. 
For treatment (1), Plus for 
hospitalization (3). 

4. The center maintains regular office 
and visiting hours and emergency 
service. 
Through the school day (1), Plus 
after hours emergency service (2). 

3 ( ) 

3 

2 ( ) 

5. A full-time physician is provided 4 { ) 
for every 500 to 1,000 students 
enrolled. 
Part-time (1), Full-time for 500, 
one additional for each 2,000 (2), 
One for every 500 to 1,000 students (4). 

6. The health center provides at least 4 ( 
3 infirmary beds for every 1,000 
students. 
Three beds (1), 4 or 5 (2), 6 or 
more beds per 1,000 (4). 

7. Appropriate diet is prepared by a 
part or full-time dietitian. 
Part time (1), full time (2). 

2 ( ) 

8. One full-time nurse and adequate 3 ( ) 
attendants are employed for every 
500 students enrolled. 
Seven hundred fifty-one to 1,000 (1), 
501 to 750 (2), 500 or less (3). 

9. A remedial testing program such as 3 ( ) 
blood, hearing, or vision is avail-
able for students. 
Adequate for one (1), for two (2), 
for three (3). 

10. The health center cooperates with 2 ( ) 
service and adapted-restricted 
program for students by prescription 
and approval of activities. 
Approval (1), Prescription (2). 
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11e A general comprehensive insurance 4 C 
plan is provided to offer protection 
to all students and staff including 
athletes. 
Provided for athletes (1), Plus others 
for fee (2), Provided for all (4). 

Sub area points earned 

c. ~ousing for Students Dts., 14 

1 .. The institution provides healthful 3 ( 
and pleasant campus living con-
ditions for students. 
Meets 75% of demand (1), Meets 
90% of demand (2), Meets 100% 
of demand (3) .. 

2. For off-campus housing standards 
of lighting, heating, ventilation, 
safety, toilets, bathing, and 
number to room are published and 
are enforced .. 
Standards published (1), Rigidly 
enforced (2)., 

2 ( ) 

3. Annual inspections and approvals 3 ( 
of off-campus housing are made. 
Scheduled inspections (1), 
Scheduled and unannounced in-
spections (2), None needed, 
all on-campus housing (3). 

4. Separate housing is provided for 3 { ) 
married students. 
Meets 75% of demand (1), meets 90% 
of demand (2), Meets 100% of demand (3). 

5 .. Costs of housing~ moderate, but 
offer a range to suit individual needs. 
All one cost (1), Two choices of 
cost {2), Three choices of cost (3). 

Sub area points earned 
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D. Placement pts. 20 

1. There is a central placement office 3 ( ) 
for all graduates and alumni wishing 
to secure teaching positions and its 
services are regularly announced. 
Centrally located (1), University 
wide (1), Supplemented by depart-
ment (1), one each. 

2. The placement director has no other 3 ( ) 
responsibilities on the campus (3), 
devotes part time to placement (1). 

3. An up-to-date personnel record is 3 ( ) 
maintained for each active graduate 
and student; applicants assist in 
their preparation. 
Upon request (1), Annually for new 
entrants (2), Plus brought up-to
date (3). 

4. There is cooperation of the local 2 { ) 
bureau in providing records to 
state or professional placement 
agencies. 
Cooperation for fee (1), Co
operation free (2). 

5. The institution surveys to determine 2 ( ) 
the placement opportunities and 
secures pertinent information about 
the positions. 
Determines opportunities (1), Plus 
secures pertinent information {2). 

6. Prospective graduates and alumni 2 ( ) 
are informed concerning teaching 
opportunities, demands, salaries, 
and policies of the bureau. 
General distribution (1), Selective 
distribution (2). 

7. The institution assists students in 3 ( ) 
preparation of personnel records, 
how to apply for position, proper 
interview techniques, and in 
arranging interviews. 
Assists with records (1), Plus 
instructs on each procedure (2), 
Plus makes arrangements for inter
views (3). 
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8. Faculty members cooperate in 
supplying the placement office with 
pertinent information concerning 
prospective graduates. 
Satisfactory (1), Excellent 
cooperation (2). 

Sub area points earned 

E. Follow-Up and In-Service Education 

1. Advisory services are provided 
beginning teachers and high 
school students who may be 
interested. 
One specifically (1), Both 
specifically (2), Plus active 
encouragement to utilize 
services (3). 

2. Services use the procedures of 
personal visits, observations, 
conferences, rating scales, and 
correspondence. 
Personal visits (1), Plus two or 
more (2), All are used (3). 

3. The findings are shared with the 
school's faculty. 
Recorded and available (1), 
Recorded and discussed with 
faculty (2). 

4. One or more faculty members 
devote a major portion of their 
time to follow up. 
One only (1), more than one (3). 

2 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

5. In-service education is a teacher 3 ( ) 
counseling service which is re-
quested and not conducted by 
administrative personnel. 
By person or department concerned (1), 
By specialist in the area (3). 
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6. The institution helps provide direction 5 ( ) 
to the in-service education of the 
graduate through visitation, exten-
sion work, institutes, clinics, 
workshops, and others. 
Extension (2), Extension and work
shops (3), Plus others (5). 

7. The institution helps students 2 ( 
and graduates to understand that 
professional preparation does 
not cease with the degree. 
Some recommendation for continued 
education (1), School endorses 
graduate schools and conducts 
in-service follow-up (2). 

8. Some forms of public service, 
reading, committee work, research, 
travel, and foreign study are some 
important methods to be suggested 
during faculty visitation. 
Reading and committee work (1), 
Plus two or three (2), Plus 4 
or more (3). 

9. Experimenting with new methods of 
teaching is encouraged and guided 
during faculty visitation. 
General recommendation made (1), 
Action research in teaching (2), 
Supervisory cooperation and aid 
in methods (4). 

10. The in-service education findings 
are entered on the graduate 
cumulative records. 
Entered on separate record (1), 
Entered on cumulative record (2). 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

3 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

2 ( ) 
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VI. Library and Audio-Visual Aids 

A. The Library pts. 54 

1. General Features 

a. The general libra~y is 1 ( ) 
centrally located. (1). 

b. A departmental library is 3 ( · ) 
readily available and 
properly serviced. 
Instructors make personal 
books available (1), Library 
available (2), Fully met (3). 

c. The school budget and the 2 ( ) 
department budget for library 
are adequate and fully utilized. 

d. The faculty aids in the selection 3 ( ) 
of library materials and are in-
formed of recent acquisitions. 
One person made responsible for 
selection of books for the area 
(1), A responsible person with 
help of the department chooses 
books and materials in field 
and recommends supplementary 
materials (2), Fully met (3). 

e. Space for library cubicles, work 1 ( ) 
tables, open shelves, and files 
is adequate and properly lighted, 
heated, and ventilated. 

f. Library facilities, organization, 2 ( ) 
and staffing for ordering, 
circulation, reference, binding, 
and cataloging are adequate. 
Limited library staff (1), fully 
met (2). 

g. The library is approved by some 2 { ) 
national or regional accrediting 
agency. 
Regional (1), National (2). 

h. The general professional 1 ( ) 
(education) and snecial 
professional {departmental) 
are readily accessible. 

Sub area points earned 
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2. Library Services pts. 8 

a. Instruction is provided on the 2 ( ) 
use of the library. 
Some instruction (1), A course (2). 

b. Inter-library loan, copying 
service microcards or micro
films, and pamphlet packaging 
are provided. 
Subtract .5 point for each 
item missing. 

2 ( ) 

c. Library staff members are 2 ( 
helpful to students and staff. 
Cooperation given when available 
(1), Cooperation and help freely 
and readily available (2). 

d. Locating, checking out, and 
returning of books are speedily 
done. 
Unwarranted delay in some of 
above functions (1), Fully 
met (2) .. 

Sub area points earned 

3. Books and Pamphlets 

2 ( ) 

pts. 17 

a. The total number of volumes 3 ( 
exceeds: 75,000 to 100,000 
volumes (1), 100,000 to 
200,000 (2), Over 200,000 (3). 

b. Books in professional education 
and in special professional 
education are adequate in 
number, kind, and recency. 
One area only (1), Both Pro
fessional and special pro
fessional (2). 

c. A variety of courses of study 
and high school texts are 
available and are grouped •. 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 
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d. All aspects of the professional 2 l ) 
library include the more recent 
references. 
Occasional check on recency (1), 
Continuous check to insure 
inclusion of newer references (2). 

e. The breadth of selection of 8 ( ) 
library volumes includes from 6 
to 10 (1/4 points each) to 11 
or more (1'2 points each) texts 
in each of the following areas: 
1) Anatomy, physiology, and 

kinesiology { 
2) Curriculum in physical 

education {all levels) ( ) 
3) First Aid, adapted physical 

education, and athletic 
injuries ( ) 

4) History, principles, and 
introduction to physical 
education ( ) 

5) School, community, and 
individual hygiene ( ) 

6) Organization, adminis
tration, methods, and 
supervision of physical 
education ( ) 

7) Organization and officiating 
of intramural and interschool 
sports ( ) 

8) Safety and driver training { ) 
9) Measurement and evaluation 

and elementary statistics ( ) 
10) Baseball, basketball, foot-

ball, and track and field ( ) 
11) Simple rhythms, folk, 

modern, and square dance ( ) 
12) Archery, badminton, table 

tennis, softball, volleyball, 
and other recreational games ( ) 

13) Group games, contests, and 
relays ( ) 

14) Conditioning (calisthenics), 
marching tactics ( ) 

15) Stunts, tumbling, and 
apparatus ( ) 

16) Aquatics (swimming, diving, 
and boating). ( ) 

Sub area points earned 
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4. Periodicals and Annuals pts. 14 

a. Current issues are available 2 { ) 
on call and are bound annually 
into volumes. 
Available on reserve (1), 
Available and bound (2). 

b. The breadth of coverage is 12 ( ) 
such as to include at least 
the following periodicals: 
(.5 points each) 
1) American Recreation Society 

Bulletin ( ) 
2) American Journal of Public 

Health ( ) 
3) Athletic Journal ( ) 
4) Beach and Pool ( ) 
5) Boys• Life ( ) 
6) Camping ( ) 
7) Dance Magazine ( ) 
8) The First Aider ( ) 
9) The Journal of Health, 

Physical Education, 
Recreation ( ) 

10) Journal of Physical Education( ) 
11) Journal of School Health ( ) 
12) Outdoor Life ( ) 
13) Parks and Recreation ( ) 
14) Physical Educator ( ) 
15) Physical Education Digest ( ) 
16) Physical Therapy ( ) 
17) Recreation ( ) 
18) Research Quarterly ( ) 
19) Safety Education ( ) 
20) Scholastic Coach ( ) 
21) Scouting ( ) 
22) Sports Illustrated C ) 
23) Today's Health ( ) 
24) Youth Leaders• Digest ( ) 
25) Others, such as Quest ( ) 

Sub area points earned 
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B. Audio-Visual Aids 

1. General Features 

a. The audio-visual budget is 
adequate for equipment, 
service, and materials. 
Budget separate but under 
another department (1), 
Departmental budget (2). 

b. There is a departmental staff 
member in charge. 
Staff member is director as 
an additional duty (1), Full 
time director (2). 

c. There is adequate staff for 
ordering, projection or use, 
shipping, and maintenance. 
Done by staff as additional 
duty (1), Fully met (2). 

d. Audio-visual service for class
room instruction is without 
charge. 
Minimum charge on department 
budget (1), In department 
with service, no charge (2). 

e. Instruction is offered in the 
production and use of audio
visual aids. 
Clinic or unit of course (1), 
Course (2). 

2. Instructional Materials 

a. Slides, films, and film
strips in physical education 
are adequate in number and 
recency. 
Materials must be ordered 
from outside (1), School has 
own supply of materials (2). 

b. Slides, films, and filmstrips 
in sports, rhythmics, and 
gymnastics are adequate in 
variety, number, and recency. 
Some available (1), Adequate 
and recent (2). 
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pts. 36 

pts. 10 

2 ( 

2 { ) 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

ots. 10 

2 ( ) 

2 ( ) 



c. Adequate charts, models, and 2 C ) 
graphics are readily available. 
Some available (1), Adequate 
and recent (2) .. 

d. Tape recordings are adequate~ 2 ( ) 
Some available (1), Adequate (2)Q 

e~ Records for dances and games 2 { 
are adequate in variety, number, 
and recency .. 
Some available (1) 1 Adequate (2). 

Sub area points earned 

3. Equipment and Facilities 

a. Classrooms are equipped £or use 3 ( 
of audio-visual aidso 
One audio-visual room (1), 
Classrooms equipped (3). 

b. Quiet rooms are available for 
preview or use of records and 
tape recordings .. 

2 ( ) 

One room only (1), more than 
one room (2) .. 

c. A public address system is 
available and free or at a 
nominal cost for school 
activit 
Portable system available (1), 
School has built-in system (2), 
Both available (3). 

d. Wire or tape recorders are 
available for instructional 
use. 
Some (1), Adequate (2). 

e. Rooms with proper lighting, 
conditioning, and fire safety 
are adequate for ordering, 
repair, and storage of films. 
Special storage closet (1), 
Fully met (2). 

3 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

2 { ) 
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f. Sound projectors (16 mm.), 
filmstrips, 2 11 x 2 11 slide 
projectors, 3~" x 2 11 slide 
projectors, and opaque and 
overhead projectors are 
available in adequate numbers. 
Subtract .5 point of each item 
missing .. 

3 ( ) 

g.. Portable screen 60 11 x 72 11 or 1 ( ) 
larger are available in adequate 
numbers. 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 
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VII. Supplies and Equipment · 80 

A. General Practice pts. 13 

1 .. The equipment and supplies budget 2 ( ) 
for the professional, intramural, 
intercollegiate and recreation 
programs is adequate. 
Basic (1), Sufficient with extras (2). 

2. A central purchasing agent serves 2 ) 
all programs but the number and 
quality of equipment and supplies 
are determined by the department 
concerned. 
Central purchasing or business 
agent (1), Fully met with strict 
adherence to department 
specifications for equipment (2). 

3~ Regular and seasonal insnections 2 ( ) 
and inventories of equipment for 
safety, condition, and number are 
made .. 
Occasional check (1), Fully met (2). 

4. A check-out service provides for 2 { ) 
recreational use of equipment by 
students and faculty. 
Students only (1), Both (2). 



5. Maintenance personnel are assigned 
to care for, issue, and repair, 
equipment and supplies. 
Done by instructional staff (1), 
Fully met (2). 

6. Towels and liquid or individual 
soap are provided for each 
participant each day. 

7. Drinking fountains and cuspidors 
are provided at all appropriate 
activity areas. 
Some (1), Quite adjacent (2). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Supplies 

1. Sports Supplies 

a. Aerial darts, paddles, and 
nets are adequate for in
struction of an entire class. 

b. Archery bows, arrows, 
quivers, and targets are 
provided in numbers assuring 
not over four at a target. 
Five or more to target (1), 
Less than 5 at a target (2). 

c. Badminton birds, nets, and 
rackets are adequate for 
instruction of an entire class. 

2 ( ) 

1 { ) 

2 { ) 

pts. 21 

1 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

1 ( ) 

a. Baseballs, gloves, bats, and 2 ( ) 
bases are adequate for an 
entire class in professional 
instruction, for intramurals, 
and athletics. 
Athletics only (1), Fully met (2). 

e. Basketballs are adequate in 
number for all instructional 
uses including practice, and 
for intramurals and athletics. 

1 ( ) 
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f. Class instruction in bowling 3 ( ) 
is possible with adequate 
.lanes and a reasonable variety 
of weights of balls. Lockers 
are available for gear. 
Lanes available (1), School 
Lanes (2), fully met (3). 

g. Footballs are adequate in number 1 ( ) 
for varsity, intramural program, 
and for service and professional 
techniques classes. 

h. Golf classes are provided so that 3 ( ) 
five kinds of clubs and go+f balls 
are adequate in number for;class 
instruction. 
Clubs or balls only (1), C~ubs 
and balls available (2), Fully 
met (3). 

i. Lime markers and slaked lime are 1 { ) 
available for marking all areas. 

j. Handballs are provided for class 1 ( 
instruction. 

k. Softballs, bats, essential gloves, 2 ( ) 
and bases are adequate in number 
for professional and service 
classes and for intramural 
peak loads. 
Instruction only (1), Both 
available (2). 

1. Table tennis tables, balls, and 1 ( ) 
paddles are provided in adequate 
number for instructional and 
recreational use. 

m. Tennis rackets, nets, and balls 1 ( ) 
are provided in adequate numbers 
for instruction and intrarnurals. 

n. Volleyball nets and balls are 1 { ) 
provided for instructional 
and intramural needs. 

Sub area points earned 
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2* Rhythm Supplies ots .. 4 

a~ Tape or wire recording spools 1 ( 
are provided for class and 
social use .. 

b. Records and sheet music are 
adequate in kind and con
dition and include current 
music .. 

Cw Special costumes required for 
instruction or demonstrations 
are provided by the department. 

3 .. s;ymnastic Suoolies 

a. An adequate supply of carbonate 
of magnesia blocks or rosin 
powder, and sandpaper is 
available for class in
struction at all times. 

b. Safety belts are available 
for all squads in gymnastic 
instructional classes. 
One belt (1), 2 belts (2), 
Fully met (3). 

Sub area points earned 

c.. Equipment 

1. Heavy Equipment 

2 

1 ( ) 

ots. 

1 ( ) 

3 ) 

ots. 23 

a. Apparatus includes balance 3 ( ) 
beams, climbing ropes, flying 
rings, high bars, parallel bars, 
side horse, spring boards, and 
trampoline .. 

b. Apparatus is provided in such 2 ( 
numbers as to assure not over 
10 (1), or 6 to 8 members to 
a squad {2). 

c. Adequate numbers of mats are 
kept clean and in sufficient 
variety to provide safety for 
all apparatus and tumbling. 

2 ( ) 
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d~ Mat dollies with rubber 
are available for storing 
transporting mats. 

e. Basketball goals are cross 
court as well as lengthwise 
and permit two or three games 
at one time., 
Two cross courts (1), three 
or more ( 2)., 

2 ( ) 

2 { ) 

fo Standards for aerial darts, 1 ( 
badminton and volleyball, 
and high jumping are sufficient 
for the instructional-recreational 
needs .. 

g. Weight lifting equipment is 
flexible and suff ient to 
meet the needs of the programe 

1 ( ) 

h. Wrestling mats are provided in 1 
numbers to meet instructional, 
intramural, and intercollegiate 
needs .. 

i. J\n outside telephone is in the 
pool office for emergencies, 
especially .. 

j .. Life saving buoys and reach 
poles are accessible on the 
pool deck .. 

ks Pucks and rubber bricks are 
available for life saving 
instruction. 

16 A canoe is available for life 
saving tests in the pool .. 

m .. Diving boards, 1 and 3 meter, 
are provided .. 
One only (1), Both (2). 

n. Lane cork-lines are available 
during contests. 

1 ( } 

1 ( ) 

1 ( ) 

1 ( ) 

2 ( ) 

1 ( ) 

o. A moisture proof bulletin board 1 ( 
is in the natatorium. 

p. Flutterboards are available in 
adequate numbers for a swirr~ing 
class .. 

-1 
.l. ) 
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2. Rhythm Equipment ots. 3 

a. Pianos and record players are 2 ( ) 
available where needed for 
each teaching station, dance 
instruction, and social purpose. 
Piano and record player avail-
able (1), Pully met (2). 

b. Sewing machines and cleaning 1 .C ) 
and pressing equipment are 
available for costume making 
and repair. 

3. Measurement and Research 

Equipment pts. 12 

a. Anthropometrical calipers, tapes, 1 ( ) 
and weight scales are available 
for class and research uses. 

b. Back and leg lift dynamometers 2 ( ) 
are available for measurements 
and research. 
One only (1), Two or more (2). 

c. Calculators are available in the 2 ( ) 
department. 
Calculators available (1), De
partment has own calculators (2). 

d. Plarimeters and spirometers are 1 ( ) 
available. Sterilized spirometer 
tip for each use~. 

e. Hand dynamometers are available. 1 ( ) 

f. Jump and reach boards or leapmeters 1 ( ) 
are available for class instruction 
or research. 

g. Mats, 5 1 x 12' with lines painted 1 ( ) 
and inches indicated, are avail-
able for class instruction or 
research. 

h. Push-pull dynamometers for arm 1 ( ) 
strength are available for class 

-instruction or research. 
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i. Stadiometers are available for 
all needs. 

j. Stop watches are available for 
class, intramural, and research 
use. 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 
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1 ( ) 

1 ( ) 

VIl£. Indoor Facilities -:i'TI 

A. General Features pts. 13 

1. All facilities meet the safety 
and sanitation measures and are 
well lighted, ventilated, and 
heated. 
Subtract 1 point for failure to 
meet standards in any of abo,re 
five categories. 

2. The different spaces are well 
equipped and maintained. 
Minimum (1), Fair (2), Good (3), 
Excellent (4). 

3. The school recreational facilities 
are available to the community. 
Occasional permission granted (2), 
Policy of regular use of facili
ties (3), A director promotes 
community program (4). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Administrative 

1. An adequate office is conveniently 
located for each director and 
staff member. 
One central office (1), office for 
director and 2 members (2), fully 
met (4). 

5 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

pts. 23 

4 ( ) 



2~ Adequate secretarial space and 4 ( 
duplicating facilities are con
veniently located® 
Secretarial and duplicating 
facilities available (2), Secre-
tary and services located in 
department (4) .. 

3. Adequate equipment and supply 4 ( 
storage is conveniently located. 
One all purpose room (1), One for 
each gymnasium (2), Plus other 
adequate storage space (3), 
Fully met (4)9 

4© Equipment drying room is adjacent 3 ( 
to team and dressing rooms and is 
adequate .. 
Drying room accessible (1), Fully 
met ( 3) .. 

5~ Apparatus storage space is adequate 
and contiguous to the teaching 
stations .. 
Space available not contiguous (2), 
Fully met (3) .. 

6. Adequate custodial space is con
veniently located. 
On one floor (1), On each 
floor (2), For all major 
areas ( 3) .. 

3 ( ) 

3 { ) 

7. Adequate and properly located 2 ( 
ticket offices are provided. 
Portable ticket booths (1), Fully 
met (2) .. 

Sub area points earned 

c. Instructional-Recreational ots. 42 

1~ Classrooms and laboratories of 6 ( 
proper size and equipment are 
departmentalized and available 
in sufficient number for all 
classes. 
Classrooms available (3), Class
rooms and laboratories (4), 
Pully met (6) .. 

3 



2. Sufficient number of adequat$ly 8 ( ) 
lighted and heated gymnasia and 
teaching stations exist for both 
men's and women's departments, at 
peak load for intramurals and 
athletics. 
One station for each 900 students 
(2), 1 station for each 600 
students (4), 1 station for each 
350 students (6), Plus intramural 
and athletic peak load fully met (8). 

3. Adequate number of official handball 4 ( ) 
and squash courts. 
Minimum of two courts (1), 1 court 
for every 200 students (3), Fully 
met (4). 

4. One special activity or combatives 5 C 
room is available in 40' x 65' 
minimum size. Part of teaching 
station available for combatives (1), 
One room available (3), Fully met (5). 

s. One conveniently located recrea- 4 ( ) 
tional game room is provided. 
General open area available (1), 
Game room available (2), Game 
room on ground floor (3), Located 
on ground floor near director's 
office (4). 

6. An adequately large club room with 4 ( ) 
a kitchenette adjoining is located 
on the first floor and is easily 
accessible from the outside. 
Club room available (2), Club 
room and kitchenette (3), Fully 
met (4). 

7. An adapted-remedial physical edu- 5 ( ) 
cation room conveniently located 
with respect to service facilities. 
Room available (2), Room near locker 
and shower (4), Room accessible to 
locker, shower, pool, and ground 
floor (5). 



D. 

8. Adequate instructional-recreational 6 ( 
swimming pools, on ground floor, and 
properly located with respect to 
showers, are available for both men 1 s 
and women's classes and extra-curricular 
activities. 
One pool available (2), 2 s 

lable, adjoining showers (4), 
Fully met (6). 

1@ Toweling rooms for the men's and 4 { 
women's departments each are 
located between the shower and 
locker rooms with at least nine 
square feet per student in pe~c 
load. 
Toweling area available (1), 
Between locker and shower, 7 to 
9 square feet (3), Between locker 
and shower, 10 to 12 square feet 
per student in peak load (4). 

2. Locker rooms for the men and women 6 ( 
are adjacent to the gymnasia and 
provide individual lockers and at 
least eight square feet (exclusive 
of locker space) per student at 
peak load. 
Room available (3), Adjacent to 
gym, 6 to 9 square feet (4), 

acent to gym, 10 square feet 
and up per student at oeak 
1 (6). 

3. A properly equipped training room 3 ( 
adjacent to the team room. 
Training room (1), Fully met (3). 

Separate team rooms with showers, 
lockers and toilets are provided 
for home and visiting teams. 
Separate dressing rooms (1), 
Separate rooms and showers (2), 
Ful met, both accessible to 
playing area and equally 
maintained (3). 

3 ( ) 



s. Officials' and faculty locker rooms 
are provided with showers and 
toilets near the staff office. 
Faculty room used by officials (2), 
Separate officials' and faculty 
locker room fully met (3). 

6. Toilets and washrooms are centrally 
located in the service facilities 
and are adequate for the peak load. 
Contain: lavatories, urinals, 
water closet, mirrors, paper 
towels, and soap. 
Subtract .s point for each 
missing item. 

7. Shower roo~s adjacent to the locker 
rooms providing at least one shower 
to each three students at peak load 
are properly drained, lighted, 
heated, and ventilated. 
One shower for 4 people (2), 1 
shower for 4 people with 10 
square feet (4), 1 shower for 3 
people with 10-14 square feet (5), 
1 shower for 3 people with 15 or 
more square feet at peak load (6). 

8. Towel rooms with attendants, in or 
adjacent to each locker room, 
provide a clean towel for each 
student at each class period. 
One central towel room outside 
locker rooms (2), Fully met (4). 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

IX. Outdoor Facilities 

A. General Features 

1. Co~rts, fields, and areas are 
properly oriented, graded, 
surfaced, drained, and fenced. 
Subtract one point for each item 
missing not fully met. 
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3 ( ) 

3 ( } 

6 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

ots. 23 

5 ( ) 



2. Maintenance, marking, and setting 5 ( ) 
up (seating, nets, archery butts, 
etc.) are done by service personnel. 
Maintenance done by custodial staff (3), 
School or department has regular crew 
for the job (5). 

3. Separate and adequate parking spaces 4 ( ) 
are available for all programs where 
necessary, such as baseball, basket-
ball, and football. 
Parking available (2), Partial 
parking at area with overflow 
handled elsewhere (3), Parking 
adjacent to sport area (4). 

4. Outdoor fountain and toilet facili- 3 { ) 
ties are conveniently located for 
all participants and spectators. 
Available in general area (1), 
located in stadium or playfield 
area (2), Both areas provided (3). 

5. Grounds are attractively and 3 ( ) 
effectively landscaped. 
Minimal landscaping (1), Shade 
trees and grass predominate (2), 
Effective balance of shrubbery; shade 
trees, and grass area (3). 

6. There is one administrator and/or 3 ( ) 
a committee which coordinates the 
use and development of facilities 
for all. 
One administrator (1), A com
mittee (2), Both (3). 

Sub area points earned 

B. Facilities for Service and 

Professional Technique Courses 

1. Areas for hockey, soccer, soft
ball, touch football, volleyball, 
and such large area games are 
adequate for both service and 
professional classes. 
Minimal area shared by all (2), 
Adequate but not separate (4), 
Men and women separate and ade
quate. ( 6). 

pts. 2 7 

6 { ) 
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2. Baseball diamonds are available 
for class truction when needed. 
One (2), Adequate for class 
instruction (3) .. 

3 

3. Archery and lery and similar 3 
hazardous areas are f and 
banked for safety and control and 
are adequate in number. 
Fenced only (1), Fenced and banked (2), 
Fully met (3)., 

4 An 18 hole golf course with chipping 5 
and putting greens is available for 
class instruction. 
Nine holes (2), 18 holes (3), 
Fully met (5) .. 

5. Menvs and women's departments each 3 
have freedom in administering their 
class schedules and are equitably 
provided with areas. 
A joint committee adjudicates (1), 
Preferential schedules in alter
nating semesters ( 2) , Equi tabl c~ 

provision in area or schedule (3). 

6. Organizations, such as band and 3 C 
military, on campus have adequate 
outdoor areas so as not to interfere 
with class needs. 
A joint committee adjudicates (1), 
Priority given to physical education 
(2), No conflict with outside or-

izations (3) .. 

7. Such areas as badminton, bowling, 
horseshoes, aerial darts, shuffle
board, table tennis, and tennis 
courts are available in adequate 
numbers, for instruction in all 
classes .. 
Badminton only {1), Tennis only (2), 
Tennis and badminton adequate plus 
two others (3), Fully met (4)* 

Sub area points earned 

4 ( 

1 

) 

) 

) 



C. Intramural Facilities 

1 .. Open areas for instructional 
classes are available for 
intramurals at convenient 
hours and in adequate numbers 
for proper scheduling. 
Activities scheduled on oppor
tunistic basis (1) 1 afternoon 
and evening program (3), Fully 
met ( 5) .. 

2~ Popular major sport areas are 
adequately lighted for late 
afternoon activity and seating 
is provided .. 
Lights only (2), Fully met (4)~ 

3@ Men's and women's intramural 
programs each have adequate 
areas for independent or co
operative scheduling. 
One area shared (1) 1 areas 
used in common on equal basis (2), 
No preference in treatment except 
areas scheduled commensurately 
with size of programs (3). 

4. Golf facilities are available at 
a nominal fee for intramurals for 
men and women .. 
Same as public (1), Reduced for 

(2), Covered by physical 
education fee (3). 

ots.. 18 

5 ( ) 

4 ( 

3 ( ) 

3 ( ) 

5. tramural budget is adequate 3 ( 
to provide proper maintenance of 
outdoor areas .. 
Some provision (1), Good provision 
(2), Excellent (3). 

Sub area points earned 

6 



D. Intercollegiate Athletic 

Facilities ots. 22 

1. One standard football field and 5 ( 
adequate practice fields are 
properly maintained and con-
veniently located. 
Game field only (1), One 
practice and one game field (3), 
Fully met (5). 

2. A standard quarter mile track is 3 ( 
available with proper fencing, 
drainage, and maintenance. 
Track available (1), Six lane 
track with 220 straightaway (2), 
Eight lane track with 220 
straightaway (3). 

3. Baseball diamonds are available 
and maintained, one meets all 
conference standards. 
One diamond available (2), One 
diamond meets standards (3), 
Fully met (4). 

4. Other fields are available for 
varsity use. 
One field (2), Adequate fields (4). 

4 ( ) 

4 ( ) 

5. A stadium with broadcasting 6 ( 
facilities and adequate locker, 
shower, storage, and toilet 
facilities for both teams. 
Field with bleachers (1), Field 
with bleachers adjacent to locker 
area (2), Stadium with lockers and 
showers in gym (4), Fully met (6). 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

17( 



X@ Professional Curriculum 

Pol ies and Practices 

A .. Professional Theorv Curriculum ots .. 60 

1. The breadth of coverage is such 
as to include at least the 

lowing theory courses: 
(5 points each} 

a Introduction to Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation ( ) 

b) Personal and Comrnuni ty Heal th ( 
c) First Aid ( ) 
d) Health Education ( ) 
e) Methods of Teaching Team Snorts C ) 

f) Theory of Coaching Football ( ) 
g) Theory of Coaching Basketball C ) 

h) Theory of Coaching Baseball ( ) 
i) Sports Officiating ( } 
j) Test and Measurement in Health 

and Physical Education C 
k) Adapted Physical Education ( ) 
1) Methods and Materials of 

Teaching Swimming ) 

Sub area points earned 

2. breadth of coverage is such as ots. 70 
to include the following physical 
education ac ties: 
(3 points each) 

a) Swimming 
b Fundamentals of Sports 

(1) Soccer 
{2) Speedball ) 

( 3) Vlfrestl ( ) 

(4 Handball 
(5) Tumbling 

) 
( 

(6) Football 
(7) We t Training 
(8) Track and Field 

( ) 
( 

c Body Mechanics C 
d) Horseback Riding ( 
e) Gymnastics ( 
f) Archery and Riflery ( 
g) Badminton and Recreational Games { 
h) Baseball (Varsity competition) ( 
i) Basketball (Varsity competition) ( 

\ 
} 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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j) Football (Varsity competition) ( ) 
k) Physical Fitness ( ) 
1) Social Dance { ) 
m) Self Defense ( ) 

n) Track and Field Athletics 
(Varsity Competition) ( ) 

o) Wrestling {Varsity competition) ( ) 
p) Golf ( ) 

q) Fencing ( ) 

r) Tennis ( ) 

s) Modern Dance ( )" 

t) Creative Rhythms ( ) 

u) Bowling ( ) 

v) Scuba and Skin Diving ( ) 

w) Body Conditioning ( ) 

x) American Folk Dance ( ) 

Sub area points earned 

Area Points Earned 

TOTAL POINTS EARNED 

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE 



Dear 

APPENDIX B 

LETTER TO THE CHAIRMAN 

. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 

propose a study to evaluate the undergraduate 
professional preparation programs of physical edu
cation of junior colleges in Oklahoma. This study has 
been prompted by the interest shown en the topic by the 
members of the Oklahoma Professional Standards Board in 
their July, 1969, meetingo Also, the study will serve 
as partial fulfillment of my doctoral requirements in 
physical education at the Oklahoma State University. 

I propose to evaluate the existing programs by the 
use of a score card developed specifically for this 

by Dr$ Karl Bookwalter, Indiana University. 
Resul will be sought in the following areas: status 
of teacher preparation in physical education in Oklahoma 
jun leges, strong areas and weak areas of individ
ual schools, and a comparison of all junior colleges in 
Oklahoma. In the reporting of this study, the individ-
ual sc swill remain anonymous .. 

ontact you later concerning your willingness 
to in this study .. An interview date will be 
set to accommodate all those taking part. 

you for your cooperation and prompt reply. 

Sincerely, 

Thurr:ian Edwards 
Graduate Student 
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